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INTRODUCTION 

This project is the first major study using an autoethnographic lens to explore Krumping 

and Jerkin’, street dance movements emerging in popularity during the early to mid 2000s in 

South Central Los Angeles. First, I investigate the ways Black youth use street dance and social 

media as tools to contest detrimental forces in their community and mobilize against the 

dominant paradigms shaping their identities including state sanctioned violence, police brutality, 

gangs, and conceptualizations of Black femininity and masculinity. I briefly trace a genealogy of 

dance forms that address the relationship between activist performance and African diasporic 

tradition in Black America in order to situate Krumping and Jerkin’ within a larger history, and 

present, of dancing toward freedom. As an original member and choreographer in the Black 

Lives Matter movement, I take a co-collaborative, autoethnographic approach with what I call 

street dance activism that merges theory and practice rooted in, co-choreographing our lives. 

My research investigates what I refer to as a corporeal pedagogy, or the Black youth’s 

peer-driven alternative ways of knowing, thinking and teaching that provides practical 

application of lessons for their lived experiences as well as a healing method and a form of 

spiritual transcendence. I ask, how are desires for freedom taught and learned through the body? 

How are these liberatory needs and expressions linked to African Diasporic tradition for today’s 

Black youth in Los Angeles?  

In the first section of the dissertation I look at the ways Black youth transform, and make 

space within their communities by using dance as an embodied cultural practice and artistic 

political expression in street dance movements. Further, I explore the practices of the Black 

Lives Matter movement that foster new steps towards possibilities of healing, transformation, 
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and restorative justice. I explicate my role in the creation, development, and evolution of some of 

the alternative modes of civil disobedience in the Black Lives Matter paying close attention to 

the communal process of shaping a protest action. This undertaking suggests how street dance 

activism intervenes, resisting the directions of hegemonic power structures, with specific 

collective acts of rebellion staged at the Los Angeles Police Department Headquarters in 

Downtown Los Angeles and outside of the mayor’s house in the wealthy Hancock Park 

neighborhood of Los Angeles.  

 
METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

My methodological framework includes ethnographic field notes as well as 

autoethnography grounded in my own lived experience as a Black feminist and street dance 

activist as an archive. However, I did not set out to create an embodied autoethnography. My 

journey as an ethnographer began swiftly after colleagues in an undergraduate class at the 

University of Southern California presented on “Krump” dancing, a 21st century social dance 

phenomena with roots in my neighborhood of South Central Los Angeles. Students in the class 

recognized my role in the David LaChapelle documentary, “Rize,” and at the suggestion of the 

Professor, who would become my mentor, Dr. Robin DG Kelley. I resisted studying myself, so I 

decided to conduct fieldwork with the the leaders of the latest social dance movement, Jerkin’, 

instead. I contacted the Ranger$ on Youtube and began a direct immersion experience in the 

Jerkin’ community from June 2009-June 2012, during which I met at least bi-weekly with the 

Ranger$ and Go Go Girl$. During this immersion, I was asked to choreograph for the Ranger$. 

In my dual role as choreographer and researcher, I observed the different public spaces that black 

youth reclaimed as their “space”. During recorded interviews of Jerks, I have asked Jerks to 
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delineate: the who, what, where, why and how of Jerkin’. My work draws from my personal life 

experience in the community organizing and dance communities.  

Through observation of live performances and social media, personal interviews, and 

direct immersion in various street dance communities, this research provides critical insight into 

a contemporary dance phenomenon that may be otherwise overlooked by media and scholars and 

provides an important contribution to existing scholarship on Black Studies, Cultural Studies, 

Dance and Performance Studies. Borrowing from Dwight Conquergood’s provocative 

intervention into Cultural Theory canon, “Performance Studies Interventions and Radical 

Research (2002),” his work allows me to theorize around the ways in which a Performance 

Studies approach to radical research intervenes in ethnographic quests of knowledge production 

to “open the space between analysis and action”, pulling apart the binaries of theory and practice. 

(Conquergood 2002: 145) By analyzing my own efforts of street dance activism in the Black 

Lives Matter movement, it is my aim to merge theory and practice with Conquergood’s approach 

of written scholarship and creative work.  

My specific ethnographic methods centers on direct immersion in street dance 

communities, personal interviews, observing dance functions and battles, and following their 

social media. My collection of survey responses varied from discussion questions by email, to 

“mobile blogs” in which the street dancers would send text, emails, and pictures to my cell 

phone. The Jerks also updated their Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter social networking 

accounts. In addition, I collected original poems as well as audio journals of their experiences. 

The age group of the participants in my initial study of Jerkin’ ranged from middle school 
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students to young adults. I also visited local high schools and malls to recruit additional 

participants since these contexts constitute the primary sites for Jerkin’. 

 Although I rely heavily on storytelling as a method, I use literary and media analysis to 

put my work into dialogue with theories of Black feminist consciousness and oppositional art 

practices. I build on Alice Walker’s model of “womanism” (1983) as a contemporary Black 

feminist political practice to theorize the Black feminist consciousness, this also project includes 

a documentary aspect to foster greater legibility and a dialogue between my home community 

and academia. As as street dancer turned professional dancer and choreographer, my research 

will elaborate on current street dance movements in my hometown of South Central Los 

Angeles, the location in which Krump and Jerkin’ originated. The sources I will use are dancers 

currently involved in street dance movements. The specific time period I focus on is early 21st 

century to the present. However, to contextualize the current dance movement I will reach back 

through the past, tracing the relationship between performance and the African diasporic 

tradition of dance activism.  

A self-witnessing and collaborative process gave rise to a theoretical framework 

facilitated by the work of artists and activists on the ground of the Black Lives Matter movement 

and began to take the shape of a pedagogical process as I was requested to facilitate at least 

monthly street dance activism workshops and guest lectures at various community events and 

institutions across the United States. Further, a key theorist in performance studies canon, Diana 

Taylor’s The Archive and the Repertoire: Performing Cultural Memory in the Americas (2003) 

argues that performance is an act of transfer that transmits cultural memory an identity, politics, 
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and knowledge production by performing it. It is important to quote at length what Taylor means 

by a vital act of transfer at length:  

Performances function as vital acts of transfer, transmitting social knowledge, memory, and a sense of 
identity through reiterated, or what Richard Schechner has called "twice-behaved behavior." "Performance," 
on one level, constitutes the object of analysis in performance studies-i.e., the many practices and 
events-dance, theatre, ritual, political rallies, funerals-that involve theatrical, rehearsed, or 
conventional/event-appropriate behaviors (Taylor 2003: 2).  

Diana Taylor‘s work was my introduction into performance studies scholarship and placed 

performance as epistemological, methodological, and an object of analysis. One of the most 

defining moments of her methodological approach using performance was Taylor’s use of Coco 

Fusco and Guillermo Gómez-Peña‘s politically-motivated performance of the ”Couple in the 

Cage” as a critique of colonialism that included the ghostly presence of race, class, gender, and 

sexuality. Taylor straddled the line of performance and reality, and identified Fusco and 

Gómez-Peña‘s performance as reality. Ironically, many in the audience of the performance 

thought their performance was real. Taylor pointed out that many audiences were being 

addressed simultaneously in their performance including the object of the audience‘s gaze, as 

well as their own performance of making a documentary. Their live performance was repertoire, 

and film as archive, as images of old movies of so-called “natives” were shown to the audience. 

Taylor’s work helped me to think through the audience’s gaze as strangers walked by and were 

witness to our street dance activism as we encouraged them to join us and break the barrier to 

become street dance activists with us. Many people that walked by our dance interventions were 

lured in by having a free dance class, but ended the class a part of our street dance activism 

community.  

 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
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         My dissertation project picks up from Daniel Widener’s Black Arts West: Culture and 

Struggle in Postwar Los Angeles (2010) and Naomi Bragin’s dissertation work on “The Black 

Power of Hip-Hop Dance: On Kinesthetic Politics” (2014). Black Arts West, set in Los Angeles 

between the Second World War and following the controversial Rodney King verdict, traces 

“consciously black” art as a mechanism for change within the broader Black fight for liberation. 

Widener provides a site-specific analysis of Black Los Angeles as an important location for 

Black politics in 20th century U.S.A. Building upon Daniel Widener’s work in Black Arts West 

(2010) according to Widener artistic political expressions can be described as any form of 

cultural production that highlights the intricate connectedness between the aesthetic and political. 

Widener’s theories of political art present a framework for my work that bridges, in scholarly 

fashion, the discrete but interconnected spheres of art and politics. The melding together of the 

communal and institutional was my intentional intervention to include the presence and voices of 

community members in academia, but also to archive the various concurrent burgeoning 

movements in dance and social justice. A resistance that included all dancers (experienced or 

non-experienced), of all ages and races, welcomed to street dance activism using their embodied 

experience to tell our collective counter narrative. Much like Lee Ann Bell’s Storytelling For 

Justice: Connecting Narrative and the Arts in Antiracist Teaching, street dance activists believe 

in a “consciously created counter-storytelling community” as key to the success of a storytelling 

methodology intended to confront racism. We co-choreograph movements together in public 

spaces or institutions marred by structures of white supremacist, capitalist society as a civil 

disobedience to confront racism. 
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Moreover, Naomi Bragin’s work provides a hip-hop dance archive of “politicized 

consciousness” in Greater Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay Area from 1966 to 1981. My 

research on 21st century dance forms picks up from both Widener and Bragin’s historical and 

geographic exit points to present the first major study exploring both Krumping and Jerkin’. 

Scholar Taj Frazier and journalist Jessica Koslow’s article, “Krumpin’ In North Hollywood 

Public Moves in Private Spaces” point out that street dance culture in itself is a direct response to 

racial injustice and social marginalization, as they highlight a dynamic that Historian George 

Lipsitz refers to as ‘‘the racialization of space and the spatialization of race,’’ which “plays a 

fundamental role in shaping and limiting the spaces where street dancers can perform and 

interact.” (Frazier & Koslow 2013: 3) Another key term I use in my dissertation is also from 

George Lipsitz and his adaptation of the Gramscian concept of organic intellectuals in A Life in 

the Struggle: Ivory Perry and the Culture of Opposition (1988). Lipsitz explains that although 

organic intellectuals may lack formal education and status, they are engaged in intellectual 

activity through social action and contestation. Street dance activism displays the Black body as 

a place to contest what is meant to be a legitimized place of personhood, political deliberation, 

social awareness, and liberation. Legitimized place is key in street dance culture because of how 

Black bodies are policed in society. Frazier & Koslow writes, “These practices—the young 

people gathering in an empty but private lot, the police encroaching—evoke the general culture 

of domination and regulation in Los Angeles, where black and brown working class youth’s 

mobility and use of public space is increasingly curtailed.” (Frazier & Koslow 2013: 3) This 

escape into an empty, private lot is reminiscent of the clandiscent activities of “stealing away” 

that took place during slavery as explained by Scholar Saidiya Hartman. 
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 Saidiya Hartman’s Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in 

Nineteenth-Century America (1997) articulates the link between youth communities and dance as 

redemptive work. Hartman explains that stealing away has redemptive qualities and reconstitutes 

kinship relations. She argues that pleasure gives the possibility for what she calls, “redressing the 

pained body.” She explains this redressing as the black body existing within and against the 

oppression of the system and transforming the body to a site of possibility. Further, Hartman 

uses the example of Saturday night dances as a means of “stealing away,” which evolved from 

Blacks taking control of their own bodies. Hartman examines the possibilities for resistance, 

redress, and transformation embodied within performance and in everyday practices. The 

concept of stealing away and redress will be useful for my analysis of street dance forms as a 

counter-discourse and redemptive practice for black youth. Hartman’s work contributes to an 

alternative way of understanding and writing about slavery and contemporary black experience, 

as due to the heightened nature of police brutality South Central youth feel as if they are walking 

targets.  Hartman’s work adds a historical background that will situate street dance into a larger 

history of dancing toward freedom. I explore the ways in which dancers across the African 

Diaspora and North American dance toward freedom as a method of rebellion, revolution, and 

future visions that disrupt and challenge the manufactured differences used to dismiss, detain, 

and destroy but also African diasporic movement across space as a political project. 

 Daphne A. Brooks’ Bodies In Dissent: Spectacular Performances of Race and Freedom, 

1850-1910 (2006) traces the “pioneering acts of nineteenth- and early-twentieth century 

performers who drew from the condition of social, political, and cultural alterity to resist, 

complicate, can undo narrow racial, gender, and class categories in American and British 
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Cultures”. (Brooks 2006: 3) Brooks begins with a theatrical unfolding of the first drama 

published by an African American, William Wells Brown’s 1857 play “The Escape, a Leap For 

Freedom”. The play follows fugitive resistance where the character Cato puts on his master’s 

clothing. Brooks describes his drag act as simultaneously staging the spectacle of a fugitive 

asserting his subjectivity through the tools of performance and using those same tools to mock 

and destabilize the subjectivity of the ruling class. 

Reading the words of Halifu Osumare’s Dancing Blackness: A Memoir (2018), I feel as 

though time and space collapse, as though her words could be written as my own memoir, if put 

in a similar, yet different geopolitical climate. Osumare’s begins with her name “Halifu” which 

means “independent, rebellious one in the family” given to her by playwright/poet Ntozake 

Shange. Her name speaks to her life of using dance as a method of rebellion that disrupts power 

and articulates and carries visions of the future. A vision of the future that I carry forward in my 

own work. In the radical 1960s and beyond, she facilitated pivotal artistic, cultural, and political 

projects. Dancing in Blackness, a memoir, researched from a scholarly perspective about those 

times through the lens of dance provides a model that I will take up for my dissertation. She 

explains her methodology “as an exploration of the continuing maturation of black dance across 

time and space—from West Africa to the United States—over three decades (1968-1994) 

through my personal story” (Osumare 2018: 2). She provides her dance pedagogy through not 

only her story but the relationships she had with key artists of the time including dance legends 

such as Katherine Dunham, Brenda Dixon Gottschild, and one of my friends Rennie Harris. The 

appeal of this pleasurable read was that no one else could have told this story as she did. 

Although much can be written on the Black Arts Movement or Black Power movement, only 
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Osumare could tell her story of “dancing in blackness” providing Black history through dance 

from her perspective of a “dancer, choreographer, arts administrator, cultural activist, and scholar 

whose approach to dance as resistance in order to provide a counternarrative of the Eurocentric 

“dance establishment’s lack of critical knowledge about black dance artists’ cultural and 

sociopolitical context” (Osumare 2018: 8). Providing what Carribeanist scholar VeVe A. Clark 

referred to as “diasporan dance literacy”, she recounts first-hand knowledge of historic moments, 

weaving together a “story of the black struggle for recognition, justice, and self-empowerment 

through the prism of dance, a discipline only occasionally viewed politically.” (Osumare 2018: 

8)  

I currently mostly document by video, using my cell phone and social media to later 

recall my experiences, so I can be in the moment. Crafting your own narrative is key in social 

justice work. Nellie Y. McKay writes in “The Narrative Self: Race, Politics, and Culture in 

Black American Women’s Autobiography” (1998) of challenging white supremacy and 

hegemony, Black people “used narrative to fight their battle against chattel slavery and to engage 

in the search for political and psychological freedom for all black people” (McKay 1998: 96). 

McKay acknowledged the various strategies Black women writers use to tell their stories in 

fiction, autobiography, poetry, drama, and the personal essay. McKay helped me to theorize 

around what prompted me to begin street dance activism at the LAPD headquarters. Mckay 

writes,  

Stories that help shape Black female identity in such a way that the self, however invented, is a witness 
against the racism, sexism, and classism of the master text and not its absolute victim…Whatever their 
strategies of self-construction, active resistance to oppression of all kinds has been at the center of the history 
of black women’s lives in this country from slavery to the present time. These narratives are as politically 
significant as more overt modes of protest (McKay 1998: 104). 
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The emphasis McKay puts on Black female identity as a witness against the racism, sexism, and 

classism intermingled with pointing out various strategies of active resistance reminds me of 

Avery Gordon’s Ghostly Matters where Gordon quotes Barthes’ statement, “interdisciplinarity 

consists in creating a new object that belongs to no one” (Gordon 2004: 7). Gordon also brings 

into question what it means “to know” and imagines the possibility of haunting by examining our 

current epistemologies and suggesting that to “study social life one must confront the ghostly 

aspects of it”; the “something missing” or as she brilliantly puts, “this confrontation requires or 

produces a fundamental change in the way we know and make knowledge, in our mode of 

production” (Gordon 2004: 7). Thus, these theorists helped me to explore alternative modes of 

knowledge production.  

Along the lines of Gordon, Scholar Grace Kyungwon Hong’s The Ruptures of American 

Capital: Women of Color Feminism and the Culture of Immigrant Labor (2006), a brilliant 

example of counter storytelling and alternative forms of knowledge production, theorizes 

through a post structuralist and women of color feminist framework. With Hong’s work she 

effectively articulated the ways in which these alternative sources can tell us about issues of 

power and subjectivity. She discusses “groundwork for the articulation of alternative forms of 

community” (Hong 2006: 63). Along these lines, vehicles for social change exist in many forms 

including literature, autobiographies, novels, art, performance, poetry, music, dance, etc. In 

thinking of these alternative sources, this intermingling of cultural production and resistance will 

be a key thread in my future theorizations of the corporeal pedagogy of street dance activism.  

 
Freirean Roots Of Street Dance Activism: ‘Teaching To Transgress’ A Corporeal 
Pedagogy 
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The body, possessing its own language, simultaneously speaks to us and teaches us. As 

Thomas DeFrantz suggests, the body supports a “corporeal orature,” which “aligns movement 

with speech to describe the ability of black social dance to incite action”. (DeFrantz 4) I also 

draw inspiration from Shelley Streeby’s Radical Sensations: World Movements, Violence, and 

Visual Culture (2013) and her emphasis on the use of discourses of sentiment and sensation in 

visual and mass culture to “inspire feeling, thought, and action” and respond against state power 

and violence. (Streeby 2013: 6, 15) Augusto Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed can be argued as 

the Bible of performed resistance. Boal argues all theatre is political because everything should 

be political. The co-choreographic nature of Boal’s work speaks to my desire to include the 

audience as collaborators. During street dance activsim demonstrations all participants are asked 

to take on a piece of the choreography to make the piece their own. He writes, “First, the barrier 

between actors and spectators is destroyed: all must act, all must be protagonists in the necessary 

transformations of society. This is the process I describe in ‘Experiments with the People’s 

Theater in Peru.’ Then the barrier between protagonists and choruses is destroyed: all must 

simultaneously chorus and protagonist—this is the ‘joker’ system. Thus we arrive at the poetics 

of the oppressed, the conquest of the means of theatrical production” (Boal 1979: x). Borrowing 

from Augusto Boal’s democratic theatre exercises, Paulo Freire’s The Pedagogy of the 

Oppressed is a foundational text for those teaching about liberation and using education as a 

practice for freedom. He writes, “The only effective instrument is a humanizing pedagogy in 

which the revolutionary leadership establishes a permanent relationship of dialogue with the 

oppressed. In a humanizing pedagogy the method ceases to be an instrument by which the 

teachers (in this instance, revolutionary leadership) can manipulate the students (in this instance, 
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the oppressed), because it expresses the consciousness of the students themselves”. His work is 

foundational to my theorizations of the corporeal pedagogy of street dance activism. Taking 

inspiration from Freirean scholar bell hooks’ brilliant work “Teaching to Transgress,” with street 

dance activism I aim to foster a pleasurable learning environment of engaged pedagogy, one that 

bell hooks would consider a “counter-hegemonic act, a fundamental way to resist every strategy 

of white racist colonization” (bell hooks 1994: 2). Coming from a segregated educational 

background initially where all of her teachers at “Booker T. Washington” were Black women, 

bell hooks’ teachers enacted what she referred to as a “revolutionary pedagogy of resistance that 

was profoundly anticolonial” and she found that attending school was “pure joy” until entering 

“racist, segregated white schools” (bell hooks 1994: 2). Her foundation of knowing radical joy 

lead her to conceptions of “engaged pedagogy” taking her influence from Paulo Freire and 

Vietnamese Buddhist monk Thich Nhat Hanh, she challenged the “banking system of education” 

and created strategies for “conscientization” with an emphasis on praxis (bell hooks 1994: 14). 

Having actually had the chance to study with Freire for a short time, she remarked that her time 

spent with Freire himself restored her faith in liberatory education even knowing his gaps as far 

as sexism. Her work paved the way for interventions in feminist pedagogy as a Black woman. 

There was a powerful way bell hooks addresses the lack of naming our pain and suffering and if 

we created feminist theory that addressed the pain, there would be no gap between feminist 

theory and feminist practice (bell hooks 1994: 75).  She spoke of her struggles of “moving from 

object to subject” recognizing the impact of race and class that shaped her identity (bell hooks 

1994: 53). Another aspect of bell hooks’ pedagogy was her ability to discuss personal 

experience, in particular, a “passion of experience” that spoke to her suffering as she reminds us 
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that a “particular knowledge comes from suffering” and that yearning is a way to know (bell 

hooks 1994: 91). She spoke of the simultaneous and reciprocal nature of “authentic help” and 

suggested to build a relationship between teachers and students that genuinely values each 

other’s presence and sharing of personal experiences. This reciprocal nature is found in the street 

dance activism exercises when I ask each dancer to provide some of their own talent in the 

choreography to model the sharing of personal experiences. Another key aspect of bell hooks’ 

engaged pedagogy that street dance activism picks up on is the centering of “well being”, and 

“teachers must be actively committed to a process of self-actualization that promotes their own 

well being if they are to teach in a manner that empowers students” (bell hooks 1994: 15). Along 

the lines of empowering myself so that I can empower students, street dance activism allows for 

what I call, The Lighthouse Effect. A shift from our tendency to jump into fraught waters trying 

to save others, toward the calmer waters of ALL of us being Lighthouses, taking inventory of our 

own skills and learning how to be most effective in healing ourselves, shining our light for others 

to see, and guiding others. With street dance activism, we use dance to disrupt space, and 

transform spaces from trauma to radical joy; lifting frequencies, lifting vibrations, and healing. 

bell hooks’ emphasis of pleasure makes a critical intervention in the work of Freire and feminist 

pedagogy. Radical joy, is key in my work with street dance activism.I use dance as an 

intervention. But more than that, I use dance to encourage all of us to use our personal missions 

and life purposes for an impact greater than for our own benefit. We can become the lighthouses 

that show others the way and raise the collective consciousness to vibrations of creativity and 

love. We each have a responsibility to use our individual talents for any movement for social 

change. In her chapter “Building a Teaching Community”, the necessity to “combine theory and 
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practice in order to affirm and demonstrate pedagogical practices engaged in creating a new 

language, rupturing disciplinary borderlands in which politics becomes a condition for 

reasserting the relationship between agency, power, and struggle” is emphasized (bell hooks 

1994: 129). She then confronts the hot topic of “difference” in “progressive circles” and speaks 

to the need of genuine dialogue and “examples of individuals who actually occupy different 

locations within structures, sharing ideas with one another, mapping out terrains of commonality, 

connection, and shared concern with teaching practice” (bell hooks 1994: 130). This desire for 

commonality, connection, and shared concern prompted me to contact Dashawn “Day Day” 

Blanks of the Ranger$ and dancer, Myshell Tabu to help teach dance moves at #OccupyLAPD.  

This project engages with the written, but begins with the body. To bring this 

conversation back to radical theory and practice, as an organizer with Black Lives Matter, I also 

establish opportunities for “radical dialogues” to uncover alternative strategies for liberation and 

also to teach street dance activism. It is impossible for me to specify an exact locus as I dwell in 

the in-between zone--a buffer between the academy and the community. My research and my 

community organizing bleed together. I will move through this liberation terrain whilst writing, 

using performance to connect the past with the present in hopes of redefining the future. In 

understanding dance in its historical past and present, the next section reveals what I call “failed 

performances” and the misnomer of the “unarmed” black body. These discussions will give 

context to the radical nature of using the black body as protest in street dance activism. 

 

CONTRIBUTION THE LITERATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE 
With very few published sources on 21st century Los Angeles-based street dance forms, 

my research is vital to broadening intellectual understandings of how urban youth use bodily 
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practices and social media to articulate their identities in order to voice and contest their social 

conditions. Most significantly, my dissertation research uses a collaborative methodology, that 

creates a dialogue between the street dance community and the academy and includes the actual 

presence of youth at academic institutions in the form of speaking, teaching, and writing. My 

work will mutually benefit the under-represented Black youth of South Central Los Angeles and 

scholarship that aims to address social inequality and racial justice.  

My interdisciplinary work combines dance scholarship, ethnography and critical ethnic 

studies. Through a self knowledge, the body in its historical context and the African diaspora, as 

well as highlighting the ways in which the body and cultural production can be used to take back 

power, corporeality is a key theoretical framework that my research centers to provide an 

intersectional analysis building upon the work of Susan Leigh Foster. I argue for a corporeal 

pedagogy, in the applied areas, or in dialogue with Theories of Embodiment and Performance 

Theory (analysis of the subjugated bodies and the body-in-resistance), Black Street Dance, 

Critical Dance Studies, Black Feminist Thought and Women of Color Feminism, Cultural 

Theory and Cultural Studies, Black Radical Thought Tradition, and Diaspora as theoretical 

frameworks with pivotal insights resisting and dismantling hegemonic power systems.  

My ethnographic methodologies build on critical ethnographers Dwight Conquergood 

and Soyini D. Madison’s contributions to the field. Borrowing from cultural theory frameworks, 

Dwight Conquergood’s (1994) theoretical formulations cut across postcolonial and transnational 

narratives that contextualize and situate imaginary “locations. ” Conquergood intervenes with the 1

radical nature of the crash between two different ways of knowing—the crash between the theory 

1  Conquergood, Dwight. “Performance Studies: Interventions and Radical Research,” pp. 145-146 
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of writing and the practice of doing. It is my aim to merge Conquergood’s approach of written 

scholarship and the creative work of urban street dance in South Central Los Angeles and Black 

popular culture such as music videos as an alternative strategy for radical social change. I also 

draw on D. Soyini Madison’s Acts of Activism (2010) to create a performative ethnographic 

account in intersubjective dialogue with participants from the communities in which I work.  

My dissertation expands upon an existent body of work that theorizes Black corporeality 

and the Black dancing bodies through anthropological and phenomenological lenses. Helene 

Neveu Kringelbach’s Dance Circles: Movement, Morality, and Self Fashioning in Urban 

Senegal (2013) addresses the “interconnected anthropological themes, which include the 

relationship between moving bodies and self-making, gender and morality, and the interplay 

between performance and politics” and highlighted themes of “the body as a metaphor of 

society” (Douglas 1969) or “the locus of resistance” (Comaroff 1985) (Kringelbach 2013: 4-5). 

Prior to having the privilege to read Kringelbach’s work, along the lines of organic 

intellectualism, I intuitively understood and theorized the body as a metaphor for society. She 

provided specificity to a genealogy and historical context of dance operating as a method of 

rebellion that must be discussed within the long history of dance being documented by 

Eurocentric anthropologists as “primitive”, thereby objectifying the black dancing body 

(Kringelbach 2013: 15). Kringelback writes of  Katherine Dunham traveling to Senegambia to 

study “performing traditions” in the 1960s and 1970s (Kringelback 2013: 138). In 1966, 

Katherine Dunham, and African American dancer and choreographer and Anthropologist invited 

to train the National Ballet. She studied Anthropology at the University of Chicago in the 1930s 

and at the same time created one of the first Black dance companies in America, Ballet Negre, 
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and developed her own dance technique (Kringelback 2013: 42). Kringelbach’s theoretical 

frameworks provided explanations for theories of the body as a “continuum of presence and 

consciousness” (Turner 1982) or Bourdieu (1972) and Mauss’s theorizations of habitus. She 

echoes Anthropologist Kristen Hastrup from A Passage to Anthropology: Between Experience 

and Theory (2013), “There is no manifestation of the self outside the body, even if our senses 

and words help us project ourselves outward” (Hastrup 1995: 90). Further, Elizabeth Mackinlay 

points out in “Disturbances and Dislocations: Understanding Teaching and Learning Experiences 

in Indigenous Australian Women's Music and Dance” that dance scholars refer to dance as 

dialogic and intersubjective, exploring relational, lived experiences with the “potential for 

change and new meaning making”. Hastrup recenters the “mindful” body” and places emphasis 

on the “corporeal, situated and lived nature of social experience and the emergent quality of 

meaning” where the “most cultural action is stored in action rather than words” (Hastrup, 1995: 

82). 

Moreover, Kringelbach writes, “While phenomenological approaches have 

conceptualized the body as the locus of human experience, a wealth of studies drawing on 

various anthropological traditions have look at such themes as the body as a metaphor of society 

(Douglas 1960) or the locus of resistance (Comaroff 1985).” My work privileges the body as a 

primary locus of experience while keeping social formations of race and gender, and their 

material effects, in focus. As critical theorist Fred Moten in his chapter, “Resistance of the 

Object: Aunt Hester’s Scream” writes, “the history of blackness is testament to the fact that 

objects can and do resist” (Moten 2003: 1). Moten opens the book with this quote that sets up the 

pulse of my project, to encourage the ways in which Blackness resists. He cites theorist Saidiya 
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Hartman’s work mentioned earlier that set the theoretical framing of my work on street dance 

activism in the Black Lives Matter movement. Moten addresses Hartman’s concept of 

hypervisibilty, which gives me a unique lens to critically analyze blackness and the gaze. Most 

significantly he addresses the problematics of the quotidian, occurrences like walking while 

black or being perceived as weaponized black flesh. Moten and Hartman’s work situates 

analyses on looking and being looked at. It is significant to point to Moten’s working through 

Hartman’s refusal to reproduce Frederick Douglass’ account of Aunt Hester’s scream. Moten 

argues that “By defamiliarizing the familiar, I hope to illuminate the terror of the mundane and 

quotidian rather than exploit the shocking spectacle” (Moten 2003: 4). He writes, “A critique of 

the subject animates Hartman’s work. It bears the trace, therefore, of a movement exemplified by 

an aspect of Judith Butler’s massive theoretical contribution wherein the call to subjectivity is 

understood also as a call to subjection and subjugation and appeals for redress or protection to 

the state or to the structure or idea of citizenship—as well as modes of radical performativity or 

subversive impersonation—are always already embedded in the structure they would escape. 

(Moten 2003: 2) Is it possible to fully reclaim one’s social power? These authors taken together 

somehow helped me to arrive at a junction that found solace in the ability of self-making, while 

recognizing that power resists equality. I found that the commodified body can, will, and must 

speak, even while noting Saidiya Hartman and Judith Butler’s assertion that “calls to subjection 

and subjugation for redress to the state” and “radical performativity” are endemically bound to 

the structure they wish to escape. Thus, I am critical of the possibility of social power’s eviction, 

but hopeful for revolution. 
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Cultural production has in the past and in the present played a significant role in 

resistance. Drawing on Robin Kelley’s book “Race Rebels,” (1994) my dissertation examines the 

quotidian activities of acts of resistance, arguing that, at the simplest level, living is resisting in 

this current white supremacist patriarchal capitalist system. Most significant to our discussion, 

Kelley suggests the workers at McDonald’s resist by way of ‘turning their bodies into 

instruments of pleasure’ (Kelley 1994: 3). Instrumental to my dissertation research, the chapter 

“Kickin’ Reality, Kickin’ Ballistics” begins with a reference to the Los Angeles Rebellion of 

1992 in the wake of the Rodney King Beating by the Los Angeles Police Department. Kelley 

locates Gangsta Rap as a challenge to the police repression and the perceived weaponization of 

Blackness. Gangsta rap provides rappers a medium of storytelling for their own narratives and 

ties their art form to their historical and material conditions. Kelley’s work locates hip-hop in its 

economic and social context in Los Angeles as Blacks faced “economic displacement, factory 

closures, and an unprecedented deepening of poverty” (Kelley 1994: 192). Most of the 

conditions that Blacks resisted highlighted in Kelley’s work are still relevant today for the young 

Krumpers and Jerks with whom I work.  

Further, in Jayna Brown’s “Babylon Girls: Black Women Performers and the Shaping of 

the Modern” she looks at “the ways work and play were blurred for black artists” and “contends 

that Black women reclaimed their bodies in, as well as from, the world of work” (Brown 2008: 

7). She also proposes that to provide an accurate historical context we must not separate dance 

from its “raced and gendered politics of space—the plantation, the stage, the street, the cabaret” 

(Brown 2008: 2). Brown’s work positions social dances as continually changing and responding 

to new environments while resisting containment but holding history. She points out the multiple 
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meanings encoded in Black music and encourages “claims to freedom and calls for social 

revolution, spiritual love, and fleshly bliss are layered within them” (Brown 2008: 16). But it is 

only recently that scholars have begun to recognize dance as also layered ad multiply coded. She 

states, “Dance is a means of communication, forming new communities, remembering, and 

cultivating cultures” (Brown 2008: 15). Jayna Brown’s chapter “Everybody’s Doing It: Social 

Dance, Segregation, and the New Body” is set to the historical backdrop of imperialism and the 

politics of race. In Brown’s case study of a 1913 Black musical comedy “Darktown Follies”, 

Black women dancers performed social dances such as the turkey trot through which they 

“navigated a complex geopolitics of radicalization, female sexuality, and bodily pleasure” 

(Brown 2008: 157). She writes, “African American dance practices that followed the 

cakewalk—from the turkey trot, the bunny hug, and the shimmy of the 1910s, through the 

Charleston and the Black bottom of the 1920s, to the Lindy hop of the 1930s—were the 

expressive forms by which people sought to adjust their physical sense of being to a new and 

often oppressive terrain. Rapid industrialization, shifting class relations, and the hardening of de 

facto segregation in the northern cities of the United States were all social and environmental 

changes acutely experienced and made reality through the body” (Brown 2008: 158). 

In line with my assertion that “living is resisting”, Brown writes, “Dancing together in the 

spaces of the city was a way of recognizing this condition and also of creating new rhythms of 

selfhood and communality within and between several timed and spatial zones” (Brown 2008: 

159). The Queen mother of dance, Katherine Dunham, choreographer, anthropologist, and 

activist, called her dance technique “a way of life” and defined dance as a “rhythmically 

patterned movements performed by a sentient being” (Olumare 2018: 5). Halifu Olumare 
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describes Dunham’s work as “incorporating the personal, social, cultural, and spiritual—body, 

mind, and soul—all of which must integrate to produce the true art of dance” (Olumare 2018: 5). 

In the 1940s Dunham’s dance company was the only self-supported Black dance company of its 

time. Dunham’s positionality as a dancer, activist, and scholar inspires my theoretical 

conceptions of my own work. 

CHAPTER OUTLINE 

The three dissertation chapters will serve as a script that will inform three-four 10 minute 

mini-documentaries that will include the voices of my co-choreographers. The documentary will 

begin with my voice and ethnographic fieldnotes with images of videos choreographed to the 

counter storytelling. The documentary will move through three types of shots fluidly: my voice 

with images, my co-choreographers with images, and interviews with the Queen of Krump 

Marquisa “Miss Prissy" Gardner, Dashawn “Day Day” Blanks of the #1 Jerk crew, The Ranger$, 

Lauren “Lo Lo" Butler of the best female Jerk crew, the Go Go Girl$, Melina Abdullah founding 

member of Black Lives Matter LA, and Deidra “Krucial: The Liberator" Cooper of Demolition 

crew. Finally, the soundscape of the mini documentary will feature original art pieces in the form 

of narration, spoken word or musical compositions from fellow founding members of the 

Undercommons Thabisile Griffin, Marques Vestal, and Olufemi Taiwo. 

 
Part I: 
Ethnographic Note #1 

Flashback to June 2009, A YouTube video entitled “The Ranger$ Jerkin in Jerkville” demands my attention 
and I’m glued to the computer screen as I watch adolescent Black boys adorned in tight, brightly colored jeans, 
beanies, and multi-colored flannel shirts engaged in acrobatic and gymnastic moves: they are using walls as 
catapults, back flips off of playground equipment and the rooftops of houses and schools. Taking leaps of faith, 
plummeting to their knees with elasticity akin to circus performers. Performing simulated baseball plays during 
freestyle dance routines. Dancing wildly in the middle of street intersections as cars attempt to drive by. Street 
corners, parking lots, alleys--any and everywhere else—you name it, it’s their stage.  
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Skin-tight jeans on a Black teenaged boy? Could there be more to their attention-grabbing style and 
movements? For starters, their style is distinct from the typical baggy jeans we are familiar with in hyper-masculine 
hip-hop culture. Backpacks on their backs, all day, during any occasion, as an accessory, not for educational 
purposes. Noticeably artistic, bold, and radiating confidence as they dance around with friendly dispositions and 
welcoming the presence of others. These kids are in direct opposition to the stereotypical images of inner-city youth 
as being dismal because of their environment. 

Who were these kids? I was hooked. I wished I were that young again-- dancing in the streets, in malls, in 
hallways at school as teachers pass by as if it was the norm. Free spirits asking complete strangers, “Can you 
jerk?”… I had just been introduced to the Jerkin’ movement. 
  

In this chapter, I will present a counter storytelling narrative based on interviews and 

journals of my ethnographic fieldwork with Dashawn “Day Day” Blanks and Lauren “Lo Lo” 

Butler I place their testimonies on the Jerkin’ community alongside  perspectives of other dance 

community members including Krumpers Queen of Krump, Marquisa “Miss Prissy” Gardner 

and Deidra Krucial: The Liberator” Cooper to display the circularity, and circulation, of dance 

which operates as a method of rebellion, revolution, and future visions that disrupt and challenge 

the manufactured differences used to dismiss, detain, and destroy communities. Their individual, 

yet collective identity, sets up a theoretical foundation of Jerks as ‘corporeal pedagogists’. I 

joined the terms corporeal (bodily) and education, later using pedagogy after my ethnographic 

fieldwork uncovered different levels of lessons being taught through Jerkin’ and following bell 

hooks’ (1994)  engaged pedagogy. Not only is technique learned through the body, but so too are 

life concepts, skills, and social mobilization. Jerks use their body to teach dance moves and life 

skills such as diligence, dedication, and coping mechanisms. These individuals provide a living 

illustration for the concept “corporeal pedagogy” Finally, so what? As a result of my research 

and desire to impart transformative change in inner-city communities. I will examine Art as a 

transformative learning tool teaching valuable lessons with transferable skills needed in everyday 

life and a foundation for critical thinking skills and personal advancement. 
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Similarly, using activist and scholar Angela Davis’ Blues Legacies and Black Feminism: 

Gertrude “Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie Holiday (1998) and her articulation of a Black 

feminist consciousness as a theoretical framework, I situate my work on 21st century Black 

youth dance groups, specifically, “female Jerks” and “Jerk Femcees” to further the legacy of 

Black women artists being profoundly at odds with mainstream American culture. My 

examination of Black feminist consciousness will be split into two parts: part one provides the 

historical context that is key to understanding Davis’ use of Black feminist consciousness and 

why it is oppositional to mainstream culture. I also tie historical context to the past, present, and 

future interchangeably creating prisms of the past, present, and future of social consciousness as 

I argue that cultural production creates an open-ended dialogue that transcends time, space, and 

thought. Cultural production performs the future looking backward, with the present staring 

forward and striving toward imagined freedoms. Finally I discuss this mainstream culture as it 

relates to my work paying close attention to the intersecting relationship between gender, race, 

and sexuality providing some key moments in my work that pick up on Black feminist 

consciousness tradition. 

 
Part II: 
 Ethnographic Fieldnote #2 
Immediately following the release of Ezell Ford’s autopsy report of on Dec 29, 2015, for 18 days, a group of Black 
and Brown activists, Community members and White allies took up space in front of the Los Angeles Police 
Department Headquarters. Together they slept in 30-degree weather, some of the coldest weather Los Angeles has 
seen in its history. In the late afternoon after their kids got out of school, parents had been occupying in shifts after 
work. Kick-balls and soccer balls were thrown around, and occupiers enlivened their morale and the space with 
jump rope competitions. Instead of simply occupying LAPD in protest of the death of “unarmed” black bodies, the 
protesters disrupted public space, but also participated in self-care with physical activities. Well-known street 
dancer Day Day and I taught dance classes to protesters, community members, and whoever walked by. We called 
this activity, “Street Dance Activism.”  

In this chapter, I outline interventions made by specific street dance activism 

demonstrations resisting the direction of the hegemonic power structure in the specific sites of 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDeFXrzDyu8#https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDeFXrzDyu8
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Los Angeles Police Department Headquarters in Downtown Los Angeles and the wealthy 

Hancock Park neighborhood of Los Angeles. These particular cases highlight agential presence 

and resistance through performances. Street dance activism turns on its head the impossibility of 

black normative performance in that in any attempt to perform the normative codes of civil 

society have already failed. Just to be black and marked as such is a performance in of itself, 

especially as existence is resistance that reveals a history of continual violence against black 

people. However street dance activists display the power to usurp that history by 

unapologetically performing their Blackness in the quest toward liberation. With these street 

dance activism demonstrations, Black Lives Matter activists subverted and transformed spaces of 

control and surveillance to a liberatory space of cathartic self-care. They used popular hip-hop 

dance crazes to engage our current socio-political terrain, the attack on black bodies by law 

enforcement and white supremacy. I reveal the praxis embedded in two particular examples of 

Street Dance Activism: #OccupyLAPD and #OccupyLAmayor. Finally, I look at the role of 

social media in movement building, focusing on the street dance activism performances of 

#OccupyLAPD and #OccupyLAmayor. I show how the sharing of these performances on social 

media contributed to unfolding the pedagogical and liberatory possibilities of the dancing bodies 

that intermingle our talents together in a communal process to awaken others and envision ways 

for revolutionary struggle and radical change.  

One of my main arguments illustrates the thread between social justice struggles and 

artistic political expressions such as street dance activism. I argue for urban street dance in South 

Central Los Angeles as an alternative strategy for radical social change. During street dance 

activism demonstrations street dancers teach dance moves and then as I choreographer I  guide 
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the youth in creating their own kinship circles and create their own performance piece. In this 

way, dance operates as a method of rebellion, revolution, and future visions that disrupt and 

challenge the manufactured differences used to dismiss, detain, and destroy communities. I 

intend to use dance as method and as a methodology for scholarship. 

 

Part III: 
Ethnographic fieldnote #3: 
" Still amazed by the healing work done today...earlier today I was telling a dancer that my street dance activism 
workshop incorporates energy work...I don't think she truly understood what I meant...I told her that I pray for 
exactly who needs to resonate with my class to come and explained that as healers our literal presence raises 
frequencies and transmutes negative energy. My son begins with a meditation asking us to release all negative 
energy and what no longer serves us. He also fills that negative space with positive light so that we aren't just 
breathing in other folks negativity they are releasing. Also, before we even begin we ask the angels to put a shield of 
protection around everyone. After my workshop last month at @intoactionus my Black tourmaline bracelet broke, so 
I then bought a Black tourmaline necklace that I tuck into my sports bra... After our workshop today I felt it falling 
down my chest...it served its purpose. Confirmation that I did exactly what I needed to do, help transmute negative 
energy to positive. #divine #healer #streetdanceactivism #cadd (Instagram post: 2/17/18)" 
 

In this chapter, I use an autoethnographic lens to discuss the development and 

implementation of street dance activism as a model of what I call a corporeal pedagogy, and 

introduce street dance activism as a metaphor for movement building, with movement 

vocabulary as our collective demands, and as a way to express ourselves in liberated 

improvisation and healing methods. Borrowing from Augusto Boal’s democratic theatre 

exercises, I solidify street dance activism as a corporeal pedagogy that can be taken up by others. 

A mix between Paulo Freire’s The Pedagogy of the Oppressed as a foundational text for those 

teaching about liberation and using education as a practice for freedom, and taking inspiration 

from Freirean scholar bell hooks’ brilliant work “Teaching to Transgress,” with street dance 

activism I aim to foster a pleasurable learning environment of engaged pedagogy, one that bell 
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hooks would consider a “counter-hegemonic act, a fundamental way to resist every strategy of 

white racist colonization” (bell hooks 1994: 2).  

 

CONCLUSION 
The conclusion of this dissertation seeks to go beyond the language of an activist, beyond 

the language of a scholar. The documentary component including the counter storytelling of 

those actively involved in these activist and dance communities seek to provide a deeper 

language than what we already use in activist circles and in the academy. The topics I am 

discussing are evolving. I am writing this to evolve a vocabulary and further ways of 

understanding that open possibilities into the future. It is my urging for us to treat street dance 

activism as self-empowerment and pleasure. It is my aim to position street dance activism as a 

source of empowerment countering the disempowered energy often created by continuously 

witnessing Black death. In co-choreography, interconnectedness is key, a co-choreographing that 

encourages participants to include their own choreography while co-creating not only dance 

movements, but also daily movements in their lived experiences with each other. Doing life with 

each other. Moving from me-centeredness to we-centeredness as a way of living, as a way of 

knowing.  

This project traces the communal process in an attempt to do the flip side of what is 

happening on the streets where Black people are dying by the hands of state sanctioned violence, 

or the reactionary responses to Black death by activists and the community. Providing a 

methodological and theoretical framework for my lived experiences allows me to figure out the 

other part of the thoughts and actions that I was unable to think about in the moment. 

Understanding the urgency, but also understanding the brittleness and assigning meaning to our 
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movements that have a long term effect. Taken together, the dissertation and documentary 

unfolds the creation of street dance activism as a corporeal pedagogy to be disseminated in the 

manner of Augusto Boal’s “Theater of the Oppressed,” evolving the vocabulary to match the 

frequency of the future we envision. This project seeks to talk about the moments where I did not 

understand what I meant, but felt moved, and turned from a place of doubt and moved toward an 

unexpected possibility. 

Dance provides air bending qualities with the ability to allow dancers to spiritually detach 

from worldly problems, bending air as the element of freedom. Dancing, the ability to transcend, 

to exist beyond the physical realm and exist beyond the normal. A key element to my research is 

the assertion that living is resisting, my method of living is dance. Black people use dance as a 

spiritual medium, dancing between realms. Dancing between time and space. Dancing between 

everyday life and performance. Dancing between performance and politics. Dancing between the 

sacred and the secular. Dancing between the self and the audience. Dancing between Black and 

white worlds. Street dance activism moves through the interstices wherein these histories hold 

relevance to my present work on street dance activism, which I call “dancing toward freedom.” 

This represents the time-space compression, continuities and circularities of social dance forms 

and their reason for existence—the continued living of Black bodies.A study in the New England 

Journal of Medicine says that dance integrates several brain functions at once--kinesthetic, 

rational, musical, and emotional. I want to add that dance can also integrate the communal, the 

spiritual, and the ethical. And can be used as a form of healing and activism.  

Street dance activism is a way of thinking about dance, the body, and movement as 

healing acts of resistance. It allows for what I call, The Lighthouse Effect. A SHIFT from our 
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tendency to jump into fraught waters trying to save others, toward the calmer waters of ALL of 

us being Lighthouses, taking inventory of our own skills and learning how to be most effective in 

healing ourselves, shining our light for others to see, and guiding others. We, as a collective 

force, use dance to disrupt space, and transform spaces from trauma to radical joy; lifting 

frequencies, lifting vibrations, and healing. Street dance activists use dance as an intervention. 

But more than that, we use dance to encourage others to use their personal missions and life 

purposes for an impact greater than for our own benefit. We can become the lighthouses that 

show others the way and raise the collective consciousness to vibrations of creativity and love. 

We each have a responsibility to use our individual talents for any movement for social change. 

Street dance complicates seemingly disparate political expressions and contrasting temporalities. 

It highlights the possibilities for freedom, living, mourning, pain and pleasure for black bodies.  

Appendix: 
This section will provide foundational key terms and movement vocabulary as current by 

myself along with Dashawn “Day Day" Blanks and Lauren “Lo Lo Butler". Following Angela 

Davis’ Blues Legacies and Black Feminism: Gertrude “Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie 

Holiday my work on “female Jerks” and “Jerk Femcees” furthers the legacy of Black women 

artists black feminist consciousness profoundly at odds with mainstream American culture. What 

struck me the most about the brilliance of Davis’ work in Blues Legacy was that she dedicated 

part of the project to first-hand transcriptions of entire bodies of work, a whopping 252 songs, as 

an archival resource of Black women were the first to record the Blues, in particular Mamie 

Smith’s version of Perry Bradford’s “Crazy Blues” in 1920 (Davis xii). As inspiration in my 

future publications I would like to include variations of archival resources of the street dance 

community to document their legacy. In the digital version of the dissertation there will be 
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Spotify playlist curated by Day Day and Lo Lo and a section that includes a curation of their 

favorite YouTube videos to serve as an archive counter storytelling space.  
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Shamell Bell 
PhD Written Examinations 
Dr. Robin D.G. Kelley Reading List 

Question #2 
In your own work, you have written: “Dance operates as a method of rebellion, revolution, and 
future visions that disrupt and challenge the manufactured differences used to dismiss, detain, and 
destroy communities.” This you call dancing toward freedom. Looking back at the period before 
1970, what are some examples from either North America or across the African diaspora of dance 
operating as a method of rebellion that disrupts power and articulates or carries visions of the 
future? Please be specific and be attentive to historical context. 

Dancing Toward Freedom: Visions of the past, present, and future 

“How is the body able to so easily contain narratives of transcendence through  

dances of physical eccentricity?”  -Thomas DeFrantz 

 The body as an eccentric container of knowledge generates rebellious possibilities to defy or 

transcend time, space, and reality. Eccentricity, most often defined by the odd or unconventional behavior 

of an individual, by its mathematical definition, denotes the “deviation of a curve or orbit from 

circularity,” or “a measure of how much a conic section (a circle, ellipse, parabola or hyperbola) varies 

from being circular”.  With the circular nature of popular Black dance forms, not just as it relates to 1

physical time in which they tend to reoccur into our physical realities in different eras, but also the space 

in which they are performed, often in a “battle circle,” the Black dancing body transcends eccentricity. 

Interpreting the thought-provoking question, Dancer and scholar Thomas DeFrantz in “The Black Beat 

Made Visible: Hip Hop Dance and Body Power” (2004) asks, “How is the body able to so easily contain 

narratives of transcendence through dances of physical eccentricity?” This physical eccentricity relates 

corporeality , time-space compression  and time convergence , articulating how the body grounds us in 2 3 4

the present, while simultaneously creating visions of the future carried from the past. The Black body 

 https://www.mathsisfun.com/geometry/eccentricity.html1

 I use corporeality here to mean what is present, tangible, and visible in the body; bodily. 2

 According to an Oxford Bibliography entry by Barney Ward, “Time-space compression refers to the set of processes that cause the relative 3

distances between places (i.e., as measured in terms of travel time or cost) to contract, effectively making such places grow closer.”

 The Geographer online defines the time-space convergence as “the changing relationship between time and space, and notably the impacts of 4
transportation improvements on such a relationship. It is closely related to the concept of speed, which indicates how much space can be traveled 
over a specific amount of time.” 
https://www.thegeographeronline.net/changing-space---the-shrinking-world.html
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contains within it narratives and theories understood by theorists who study concepts for a lifetime that 

play out in the materiality of Black culture. Some of these theories are contained in the body, ineffable, 

with only music and dance their legible representation. Einstein’s theory of relativity —the illusion of 5

time, and that the past, present, and future all occur simultaneously, opens up infinite possibilities. As I 

explored examples of dance rebellions across time, across the North American and the African diaspora, 

the relationship between time and space, historical context, material conditions and technological 

advancements became evident. The internet and social media in particular, have warped our collective 

bearings in relation to space and time.  With the use of social media it is now possible to disseminate a 6

social dance across the world in a matter of minutes creating social dance movements with significant 

impact. This was not always the case, making these acts of physical rebellion much more spatially and 

temporally discrete. The circularity, and circulation, of dance operates as a method of rebellion, 

revolution, and future visions that disrupt and challenge the manufactured differences used to dismiss, 

detain, and destroy communities.  

Dance provides air bending qualities  with the ability to allow dancers to spiritually detach from 7

worldly problems, bending air as the element of freedom. Dancing, the ability to transcend, to exist 

beyond the physical realm and exist beyond the normal. A key element to my research is the assertion that 

living is resisting, my method of living is dance. Black people use dance as a spiritual medium, dancing 

between realms. Dancing between time and space. Dancing between everyday life and performance. 

Dancing between performance and politics. Dancing between the sacred and the secular. Dancing 

between the self and the audience. Dancing between Black and white worlds. In this paper, I trace the 

historical context of geo-political moments of dance phenomena across various institutions (slavery, 

concert dance, and white supremacy) in order to explore dance as a method of rebellion that disrupts 

power and articulates or carries visions of the future. In particular, I discuss the Saturday night social 

dances during enslavement—what Saidiya Hartman refers to as “stealing away”—by tying this 

“redressive action" to the social dances of past, present, and future. Another feature of this paper, I present 

Alvin Ailey’s “Revelations” as a disruption of concert dance during the 1960s in the wake of the Civil 

Rights Movement. Finally, throughout I relate the paper I explore the interstices wherein these histories 

 Einstein, A. Relativity: The Special and the General Theory, New York: Three Rivers Press, 1961.5

 http://greenfieldgeography.wikispaces.com/Time%E2%80%93space+convergence+and+the+reduction+in+the+friction+of+distance6

 http://avatar.wikia.com/wiki/Airbending7
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hold relevance to my present work on street dance activism, which I call “dancing toward freedom.” This 

represent the time-space compression, continuities and circularities of social dance forms and their reason 

for existence—the continued living of Black bodies. 

I. Stealing Away from The Peculiar Institution 

 North America and its “race problem” or justification of white supremacy dates back to the 

Renaissance and Enlightenment periods with constructions of pseudo-scientific racial and gender 

differences to justify the “peculiar institution” of slavery, and the maltreatment and coercive power of 

enslavement. Constitutional debates that restricted freedom to white men largely stemmed from 

philosophical arguments from the Enlightenment period. These faux “scientific arguments” created 

tangible policies that impacted Black people such as Plessy Vs. Ferguson (1896) upholding racial 

segregation laws citing the races as “separate, but equal”. Cedric J. Robinson’s Forgeries of Memory & 

Meaning: Blacks & The Regimes of Race in American Theater & Film Before World War II unpacks the 

construction of scientific racism and “the economic, political, and cultural forces which determined Black 

representations in early American film; and Black political and artistic resistance to these 

imaginings” (Robinson 2007: xvi). He charts when Black talent were denied alternative sites to perform 

and Black minstrels “represented the anguish, the privations, and the pain of plantation life and the 

singular achievement of Black religion in providing an escape.” However, he noted Black minstrels 

would have the capacity to influence opinion and “transport its audiences toward a more profound 

comprehension of slavery and racism” (Robinson 2007: 147). 

 For the purpose of this paper, adequately contexualizing these moments are far too complex and 

steeped in colorism, petite bourgeoisie notions and its complexities of sexist and capitalistic critiques, 

however impossible for me to dismiss. Resistance can be found even in these moments as Robinson 

pointed out that Black minstrelsy resisted by exposing myths, challenging the racial construct of white 

supremacy or reclaiming the mulatta as an anti-racist agent. Ada Walker and George Walker famous for 

performing the cakewalk and "promoting cakewalking’s grace and ‘grandiloquence, Ada Walker was 

known to use her choreography as a letter of entry into the social elite” (Robinson 2004: 161).  

 Rejecting the Booker T. Washington Up From Slavery (1901) attitudes of striving to achieve 

respect in the “land of opportunity,” some Black people were not convinced there were opportunities for 
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Blacks in North America and organized to move back to Africa in the late 19th century. Unfortunately, 

working class Black people could not afford to up and move to Africa, so one of the strategies of 

existence they used was music and social dances. Black cultural production provided a focal point in the 

midst of disillusionment of the government, tracing anti-Black racism from its roots of transatlantic 

enslavement through American lynching and to contemporary manifestations of this violence. As 

historian Stephanie Smallwood has shown in her study, Saltwater Slavery, the movement of Black bodies 

across the ocean collapses both time and space in its impact on the Black imagination. It was the middle 

passage that both defined Black death but also Black resistance and identity formation and it continues 

contemporaneously, from the tainted waters of Katrina from which Black bodies floated, to the tainted 

waters of Flint, Michigan. Spirituality and cultural production has always been foundational to Black 

culture, and arguably Black existence. Although many believed that uplifting the Black community and 

their success would erode the effects of racism, others continued to look for the answers within 

themselves, within their own bodies. In this section, I explore the ways in which dancers across the 

African Diaspora and North American dance toward freedom as a method of rebellion, revolution, and 

future visions that disrupt and challenge the manufactured differences used to dismiss, detain, and destroy 

but also African diasporic movement across space as a political project. 

 Helene Neveu Kringelbach’s Dance Circles: Movement, Morality, and Self Fashioning in Urban 

Senegal (2013) addresses the “interconnected anthropological themes, which include the relationship 

between moving bodies and self-making, gender and morality, and the interplay between performance and 

politics” and highlighted themes of “the body as a metaphor of society” (Douglas 1969) or “the locus of 

resistance” (Comaroff 1985) (Kringelbach 2013: 4-5). Without having read Kringelback’s work, I 

intuitively understood and theorized the body as a metaphor for society. She provided specificity to a 

genealogy and historical context of dance operating as a method of rebellion that must be discussed 

within the long history of dance being documented by Eurocentric anthropologists as “primitive”, thereby 

objectifying the black dancing body (Kringelbach 2013: 15). Kringelback writes of  Katherine Dunham 

traveling to Senegambia to study “performing traditions” in the 1960s and 1970s (Kringelback 2013: 

138). In 1966, Katherine Dunham, and African American dancer and choreographer and Anthropologist 

invited to train the National Ballet. She studied Anthropology at the University of Chicago in the 1930s 

and at the same time created one of the first Black dance companies in America, Ballet Negre, and 

developed her own dance technique (Kringelback 2013: 42). Kringelbach’s theoretical frameworks 
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provided explanations for theories of the body as a “continuum of presence and consciousness” (Turner 

1982) or Bourdieu (1972) and Mauss’s theorizations of habitus. She echoes Anthropologist Kristen 

Hastrup from A Passage to Anthropology: Between Experience and Theory (2013), “There is no 

manifestation of the self outside the body, even if our senses and words help us project ourselves 

outward” (Hastrup 1995: 90). Further, Elizabeth Mackinlay points out in “Disturbances and 

Dislocations: Understanding Teaching and Learning Experiences in Indigenous Australian Women's 

Music and Dance” that dance scholars refer to dance as dialogic and intersubjective, exploring relational, 

lived experiences with the “potential for change and new meaning making”. Hastrup recenters the 

“mindful” body” and places emphasis on the “corporeal, situated and lived nature of social experience 

and the emergent quality of meaning” where the “most cultural action is stored in action rather than 

words” (Hastrup, 1995: 82).  

 Moreover, Kringelbach writes, “While phenomenological approaches have conceptualized the 

body as the locus of human experience, a wealth of studies drawing on various anthropological traditions 

have look at such themes as the body as a metaphor of society (Douglas 1960) or the locus of resistance 

(Comaroff 1985).” As critical theorist Fred Moten in his chapter, “Resistance of the Object: Aunt Hester’s 

Scream” writes, “the history of blackness is testament to the fact that objects can and do resist” (Moten 

2003: 1). Moten opens the book with this quote that sets up the pulse of my paper, to encourage the ways 

in which Blackness resists. He cites theorist Saidiya Hartman’s work that set the theoretical framing of 

my work on street dance activism in the Black Lives Matter movement. Moten addresses Hartman’s 

concept of hypervisibilty, which gives me a unique lens to critically analyze blackness and the gaze. Most 

significantly he addresses the problematics of the quotidian, occurrences like walking while black or 

being perceived as weaponized black flesh. Moten and Hartman’s work situates analyses on looking and 

being looked at. It is significant to point to Moten’s working through Hartman’s refusal to reproduce 

Frederick Douglass’ account of Aunt Hester’s scream. Moten argues that “By defamiliarizing the familiar, 

I hope to illuminate the terror of the mundane and quotidian rather than exploit the shocking 

spectacle” (Moten 2003: 4). He writes, “A critique of the subject animates Hartman’s work. It bears the 

trace, therefore, of a movement exemplified by an aspect of Judith Butler’s massive theoretical 

contribution wherein the call to subjectivity is understood also as a call to subjection and subjugation and 

appeals for redress or protection to the state or to the structure or idea of citizenship—as well as modes of 

radical performativity or subversive impersonation—are always already embedded in the structure they 
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would escape. (Moten 2003: 2) Is it possible to fully reclaim one’s social power? These authors taken 

together somehow helped me to arrive at a junction that found solace in the ability of self-making, while 

recognizing that power resists equality. I found that the commodified body can, will, and must speak, 

even while noting Saidiya Hartman and Judith Butler’s assertion that “calls to subjection and subjugation 

for redress to the state” and “radical performativity” are endemically bound to the structure they wish to 

escape. Thus, I am critical of the possibility of social power’s eviction, but hopeful for revolution. 

 Saidiya Hartman’s analytical and methodological approach to writing about slavery reconfigures 

the popular slave narrative that focuses on pain and terror such as Aunt Hester’s Scream and speaks to the 

two basic streams Hinton points to. Hartman’s work reads as a performance, a dance occurring between 

terror and pleasure. For discussion on the body in resistance I use Saidiya Hartman’s theorizations of 

“redress” and “stealing away.” Hartman’s Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in 

Nineteenth-Century America provides a key link in my theoretical framework of youth using dance as 

redemptive work. Hartman explains that stealing away has redemptive qualities and reconstitutes kinship 

relations. She uses the example of Saturday night dances as a means of “stealing away”, which provides a 

historical root to the culture that evolved from black's control of their own bodies. Hartman writes,  

Stealing away was the vehicle for the redemptive figuration of dispossessed individual and community, reconstituting kin relations, 
contravening the object status of chattel, transforming pleasure, and investing in the body as a site of sensual activity, sociality, and 
possibility, and, last, redressing the pained body. (Hartman 1997: 66) 

She argues that pleasure gives the possibility for, what she calls, “redressing the pained body”. She 

explains this redressing as the black body existing within and against the oppression of the system and 

transforming the body to a site of possibility. Further, Hartman uses the example of Saturday night dances 

as a means of “stealing away,” which provides a historical rhizome to the culture that evolved from blacks 

taking control of their own bodies. Hartman examines the possibilities for resistance, redress, and 

transformation embodied within performance and in everyday practices. Thomas DeFrantz cites Historian 

Robert Hinton’s explanation for the dual audience for dancing black bodies that stems from the 

construction of slave society:  

"Early in the slavery experience, Afro-American dance split into two basic streams. The first stream was the dance that black folk created 
for themselves during those few precious hours of sacred and secular celebration. This first stream was the more 'African,' in part because 
of the movement quality and vocabulary, but also, because the dance was created for the benefit of the dancers. The experience of any 
observers (the audience) was secondary. The second stream was the dance that black people created for white people. This second stream 
was more 'European,' both because of the technique and because the dance was created under differing degrees of duress for the pleasure 
of the audience. The experience of the performer was secondary." (Hinton, 1988: 4) 
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Hartman’s work contributes to an alternative way of understanding and writing about slavery, and not just 

for the pleasure of the audience, or in this contemporary moment, a way to think of Black lives not as “the 

living dead,” due to the heightened nature of police brutality where Black people feel as if they are 

walking targets.  Dance as redemption, a way of interacting in the world with pleasure. Dance as a way of 

surviving. “Living is Resisting” marks performance as a method that proposes not only that performance 

should be theorized as a way of doing research and making argumentation, but also that is separate and 

unique from other forms of research, and even forms of embodied research such as ethnography. “Living 

is Resisting” took a multi-layered approach to documenting and theorizing with performance. 

Jumping through time and space, my research on 21st century dance forms in South Central Los 

Angeles builds on these frameworks. I argue that the oppressed have always already utilized the body and 

performance as a site and pedagogical tool to participate in their own liberatory practices. Black bodies 

become subjects trapped in what Mbembe refers to as a “concatenation of multiple powers: the 

disciplinary, the biopolitical, and the necropolitical” (Mbembe 2003: 29). These powers target Black 

people to death and trap them in the performative status of the “living dead.” Performing against the 

necropower of impending death, Blacks learn to dance around the periphery of whiteness and white 

spaces. If we tie this discussion of race and performance to its historical past we must consider the 

“modes of resistance” of enslaved bodies. I imagine like those before me a world of my own, not only 

relative to whiteness. 

 Hartman‘s discussion of power and subjectivity highlighted the ways in which slavery can be 

studied to show the body and cultural production can be used to take back such power and provoke 

agential presence. Hartman‘s example of slaves stealing away to use their body for activities other than 

slave conditions and the slave auction revealed the visible traces of the ghost of slavery in performance. 

Hartman intervenes in the methodological approach to archival research as she followed the ghosts of the 

mundane, everyday performance instead of spectecularized moments of terror. Hartman does this by 

examining scenes of auction blocks, minstrel stages, slave law, and re-examining Aunt Hester‘s scream in 

the Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, in addition to Harriet A. Jacob‘s narrative. Hartman 

strayed away from telling the same story of the violence, but made a methodological decision to look 

elsewhere and consider those scenes in which terror can hardly be discerned—slaves dancing in the 
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quarters, the outrageous darky antics of the minstrel stage, the constitution of humanity in slave law, and 

the fashioning of the self-possessed individual (Hartman 1997: 5).  

 When thinking of historical and social effects tied to performance I think of the many lessons we 

can learn from the coffle. According to Munoz in Disidentifications: queers of color and the performance 

of politics: 

Performance, from the positionality of the minoritarian subject, is sometimes nothing short of forced labor. 
The most obvious and relevant example of performance as forced labor from a U.S. perspective is certainly 
chattel slave performance. But this history does not stop there. It in fact reaches into our present context. 
Minoritarian subjects do not always dance because they are happy; sometimes they dance because their feet 
are being shot at (Munoz 189).  

Munoz‘s statement that Blacks might dance because their feet are being shot at links to Saidiya Hartman‘s 

work that illustrates slaves being encouraged to sing―Old Virgina never tie to the banjo to portray 

a―poor negro slave is naturally a cheerful, laughing animal, and even when driven through the 

wilderness in chains, if he is well fed and kindly treated, is seldom melancholyǁ (Hartman 33). Hartman 

specifically breaks in her introduction to give us “A Note On Method” that notes these accounts cannot 

exist without being mitigated through the politics of dominant representations; therefore, we must read 

accounts against the grain. Hartman‘s methodological intervention was to write an interpretation of the 

material that creates a different account of the past that thought critically about the sources and ―the 

impossibility of fully recovering the experience of the enslaved and the emancipated, and the risk of 

reinforcing the authority of these documents even as I try to use them for contrary purposes “noting that 

her effort―both resists and complies with the official narratives of slavery and freedom” (Hartman 1997: 

11).  

 Hartman follows the ghost of the Coffle, envisioning and writing the choreography of slaves 

walking in line singing sacchariferous listening to the―juxtaposition of sorrow and mirth—I observed a 

performative aspect to Saidiya Hartman‘s 'scenes' or enactments of subjugation that speaks to the visible 

traces of slavery such as violence, terror, pleasure, humanity (human flesh), identity, subjectivity and 

resistance. Coupled with flits between images of the ̳sportive‘ background music involved in the 

performance of the coffle, auction blocks, minstrelsy, and Hartman‘s melodrama every single step reflects 

a methodological decision as she examines the possibilities for resistance, redress, and transformation 

embodied within performance and in every day practices. I interpret the book from the perspective of a 

"scene"/performance and display of the black body as a place to contest what is meant to be a legitimized 
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place of personhood, political deliberation, social awareness, and liberation. Noting performance can 

likewise be an authentic source of commentary, politically and otherwise, this intermingling of politics, 

pleasure, and terror sets the stage for Hartman‘s work that reads as a performance—a dance occurring 

between terror and pleasure. This key notion of the body as an instrument and as pleasure was also seen in 

Hartman‘s idea of a ̳corporeal politics that spans the divide between slavery and freedom (Hartman 9). A 

significant concept that builds upon this pleasure as an example of freedom in the most extreme cases of 

unfreedom is seen as Hartman writes―Redressive action encompasses not only a heightened attention to 

the events that have culminated in the crisis but also the transfiguration of the broken and ravenous body 

into a site of pleasure, a vessel of communication, and a bridge between the living and the deadǁ (Hartman 

77). Hartman explains quotidian tactics of resistance such as―work slowdowns, small-scale every day 

forms of resistance interrupted, reelaborated, and defied the constraints of everyday life under slavery and 

exploited openings in the system for the use of the enslavedǁ (Hartman 51). Many scholars have taken up 

the key notion of the body as an instrument in resistance and a site of pleasure. I owe a great deal of my 

research to Hartman‘s analysis of redress. She explains, “Redressing the body encompasses operating in 

and against the demands of the system, negotiating the disciplinary harnessing of the body, and 

counterinvesting in the body as a site of possibility” (Hartman 51). Further, Hartman uses the example of 

Saturday night dances as a means of “stealing away” which provides a historical rhizome to the culture 

that evolved from blacks taking control of their own bodies. Hartman defines stealing away as “the 

vehicle for the redemptive figuration of dispossessed individual and community, reconstituting kin 

relations, contravening the object status of chattel, transforming pleasure, and investing in the body as a 

site of sensual activity, sociality, and possibility, and, last, redressing the pained body” (Hartman, 66). 

Hartman‘s scenes moved me closer to the ways in which performance can unveil various levels to 

following disappearances, memory, and silences—but also highlights the role of power and subjectivity.  

 Music and movement are linked, can you listen to a beat and not move?  It is impossible to 

discuss dance without tracing it back to Africa. Dating back to the precolonial era, Western ethnographers 

showed great fascination with African performers. Halifu Osumare also pointed out “eurocentric 

descriptions of African dance recorded in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century travelogues when European 

explorers first encountered dances and rituals on the West African coast” (Osumare 6). Performance 

studies scholars warn about the dangers of essentializing African performance, in response to an entire 

body of work that uses African performance to “demonstrate the transcendent analytic power of the term” 
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to “show what is wrong with Western discursive traditions…Why is it always Africa that dances to the 

drum’s heartbeat?” (Ebron 10) Performance has been a repetitive trope for Africa and African 

performance cannot be analyzed without attention to the geopolitical history through which performance 

has been made “African”. Performance is a mode through which representation is enacted and negotiated, 

and this is relevant whether one is studying written texts, oral traditions, or social interactions (Ebron 

10-11) Early stories depicted Africans as “Dancing and beating time are engrained in their nature. They 

say: were the negro to fall from heaven to the earth he would beat time in falling” (Ebron 33). Ebron 

quotes Trinh Minh-Ha “The mere shaking of a cow bell is enough to make people drift into a stage of 

excitement. It is the said that “strength has entered them”. Elders who can hardly move in daily situations 

without a cane would emit war cries and dance frantically to the sound of music.” (Ebron 49) This idea 

that music and dance gives strength bears much truth. Hartman’s use of the example of Saturday night 

dances as a means of “stealing away ” which provides a historical rhizome to the culture that evolved 8

from Black bodily emancipation. For the purpose of this paper I decided to pinpoint these moments of 

dancing while enslaved but also want to be clear to tie them back to African dance used as a war tactic 

and also carry the Saturday night dances forward to the ways we still steal away today in America.  

II. Revolutionary “Revelations” in Concert Dance 

 Dance, like music, operates as method of rebellion that disrupts power and articulates or carries 

visions of the future and revisions of the past as brilliantly articulated in Graham Lock’s “Blutopia: 

Visions of the Future and Revisions of the Past in the Work of Sun Ra, Duke Ellington, and Anthony 

Braxton” (1999). By studying the work of Sun Ra, Duke Ellington, and Anthony Braxton, Graham Lock 

describes Blutopia as “a utopia tinged with the blues, an African American visionary future stained with 

memories” (Lock 1999: 3). Dance floor jazz created future visions of resistance to white exploitation and 

misrepresentation of black life in Harlem in the 1920s (Lock 1999: 111). In the midst of the stained 

memories of the Cotton Club’s catering to whites who wanted to be entertained by Blacks, the jungle 

theme decor and the very name of the club stemming from the stylized plantation themed “stage set up to 

represent the Land of Cotton with a plantation cabin, rows of cotton bushes, and trees that shot up when 

the show started… The concept of the Cotton Club represented not the South of the aristocrats but the 

South of the Negro” (Lock 1999: 88). Artists like Duke Ellington would eventually create music with 

 Stealing away was the vehicle for the redemptive figuration of dispossessed individual and community, reconstituting kin relations, 8
contravening the object status of chattel, transforming pleasure, and investing in the body as a site of sensual activity, sociality, and possibility, 
and, last, redressing the pained body. (Hartman 66)
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social and political significance such as his “Black, Brown, and Beige” which “delved into the Negro 

past;” The “Brown,” that “recognized the contribution made by the Negro to this country in blood” and 

the “Beige” which Ellington described as " the “common view” of the Negro as “just singing, dancing, 

and responding to the tom-toms”; that is precisely the same Hollywood/Broadway/minstrelsy stereotypes 

he had satirized in Jump for Joy and the view of black as primitives he had had to endure in the Cotton 

Club” (Lock 1999: 109-110). 

 The relationship between jazz and the revolutionary Black freedom movement is undeniable and 

must be addressed in order to place it in its inseparable dialogue with dance. Jazz musicians connected 

with the Black freedom movement in the 1960s and the 1970s because as a Black American it is 

impossible to ignore the social and political implications of race and economy. And Black musicians 

faced the same conditions as other Blacks in the Black community. Jazz musicians were highly aware of 

their unique perspective of American politics and cognizant of the interconnectedness of race, class, 

music and capitalism. They were deeply affected by the Black freedom movement and fused jazz and 

politics. Jazz represented a catalyst for race consciousness and racial uplift. However, this was not a new 

phenomenon as jazz and politics were aligned even dating back to before my personal favorite of Duke 

Ellington’s social and political, “Black, Brown, and Beige” (1943), which presented jazz as sonic 

representation of African American history. Jazz scholar Eric Porter pointed out in What is this Thing 

Called Jazz that it is important to note that not all musicians sought to align their music with a political 

movement, but most wanted to make their music relevant in the declining sales of jazz and diminishing 

black audience (Porter 2002: 192). Though jazz musicians began to address the responsibility of their 

artistry to their community, create social transformation, and became intellectuals and activists. Many 

viewed avant garde jazz “as an expression of the increasingly militant black freedom struggle and as a 

reaction to the music industry’s continuing mistreatment of African American artists (Porter 2002: 191) 

and constituting black identity (Porter 2002: 197). Similarly, Amiri Baraka claimed “new music” to be the 

“cultural arm of the black liberation struggle” (Porter 2002: 194).  

 Scott Saul’s “Freedom Is, Freedom Aint: Jazz and the Making of the Sixties” brilliantly highlights 

jazz and politics in the 1960s and early 1970s as Saul asserts that jazz “animates the cultural dramas of 

the civil rights and Black Power movements” and directly tied into the Black Panther’s ideals of cultural 

reclamation. Saul also suggests the Black Arts movement and the Black Power movement were “cultural 

affiliates” (Saul 2003: 305). The Black freedom movement affected all genres of culture and art and 
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influenced the Black Arts Movement to be committed to revolution and focus on community. (Kelley 

lecture) The “volatile political climate of the deteriorating infrastructure of urban America and the 

declining sales of jazz relative to soul and rock” (Saul 2003: 303) led jazz musicians to “create new 

markets in the midst of commercial squeeze by founding their own collectives and community arts 

organizations” (Saul 2003: 312). Amiri Baraka’s Black Arts Center “ brought together jazz musicians, 

black nationalists, Nation of Islam, the Yoruba Temple, The Progressive Labor Party, and The 

Revolutionary Action Movement (Saul 2003: 317). These collectives emerged during what Robin DG 

Kelley referred to as a “revolutionary moment”. 

 Dancer, Choreographer, Cultural Activist, and Scholar Halifu Oshumare’s brilliant work 

“Dancing in Blackness: A memoir” cites Anthropologist and Katherine Dunham biographer Joyce 

Aschenbrenner who situates power relations at the foundation of dance in America stating, “In a complex 

society, art involves, and presupposes political and economic power, as well as cultural autonomy—the 

freedom to pursue alternative expressions” (Osumare 8).  For my understanding of literal existence as a 

form of resistance, Oshumare and others like Dancer and scholar Brenda Dixon Gottschild’s defining the 

black dancing as a “sense of soul and spirit”, Kemoko Sano’s perception of African dance as “something 

special”, what Oshumare brings forward resonates deeply with my work with street dance activism, this 

idea of a “particular kind of physical soul connection in time and space has been identified with the black 

dancing body. But that connection can also animate anyone who opens up himself/herself to that energy, 

leading us back to human spirit itself” (Oshumare 12).   

 In Jayna Brown’s “Babylon Girls: Black Women Performers and the Shaping of the Modern” she 

looked at “the ways work and play were blurred for black artists” and “contends that Black women 

reclaimed their bodies in, as well as from, the world of work” (Brown 7). To provide an accurate 

historical context we must not separate dance from its “raced and gendered politics of space—the 

plantation, the stage, the street, the cabaret” (Brown 2). Brown’s work positions social dances as 

“continually changing” and responding to new environments while resisting containment but holding 

history. She points out the multiple meanings encoded in Black music and encourages “claims to freedom 

and calls for social revolution, spiritual love, and fleshly bliss are layered within them.” But it is only 

recently that scholars have begun to recognize dance as also layered ad multiply coded. She states, 

“Dance is a means of communication, forming new communities, remembering, and cultivating 

cultures” (Brown 15). Jayna Brown’s chapter “Everybody’s Doing It: Social Dance, Segregation, and the 
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New Body” is set to the historical backdrop of imperialism and the politics of race. In Brown’s case study 

of a 1913 Black musical comedy “Darktown Follies”, Black women dancers performed social dances 

such as the turkey trot through which they “navigated a complex geopolitics of radicalization, female 

sexuality, and bodily pleasure” (Brown 157). She writes, “African American dance practices that followed 

the cakewalk—from the turkey trot, the bunny hug, and the shimmy of the 1910s, through the Charleston 

and the Black bottom of the 1920s, to the Lindy hop of the 1930s—were the expressive forms by which 

people sought to adjust their physical sense of being to a new and often oppressive terrain. Rapid 

industrialization, shifting class relations, and the hardening of de facto segregation in the northern cities 

of the United States were all social and environmental changes acutely experienced and made reality 

through the body” (Brown 158). 

 In line with my assertion that “living is resisting”, Brown writes, “Dancing together in the spaces 

of the city was a way of recognizing this condition and also of creating new rhythms of selfhood and 

communality within and between several timed and spatial zones” (Brown 159). The Queen mother of 

dance, Katherine Dunham, choreographer, Anthropologist, and activist, called her dance technique “a way 

of life” and defined dance as a “rhythmically patterned movements performed by a sentient 

being” (Olumare 5). Halifu Olumare describes Dunham’s work as “incorporating the personal, social, 

cultural, and spiritual—body, mind, and soul—all of which must integrate to produce the true art of 

dance” (Olumare 5). In the 1940s Dunham’s dance company was the only self-supported Black dance 

company of its time. It is not intentional that I move swiftly past Dunham’s contributions to Black 

performance as a protest to the institution of concert dance. I wanted to acknowledge her as Queen mother 

and make her presence known, but in this paper I focus heavily on Alvin Ailey’s work because it was 

seeing his work in high school and going backstage as my mother performed in the choir at the Dorthy 

Chandler pavilion in Los Angeles, CA that I resonated so deeply with the spiritual and political 

implications of dance. I then began to see my dancing in the community as a political response to the 

times.  

 Following in Dunham’s footsteps, Alvin Ailey’s political motivation revolutionized modern dance 

and radicalized Black lives. Ailey writes, “One of the promises of my company is that its repertoire will 

include pieces that ordinary people can understand. I still dream that my folks down on the form in Texas 

can come to an Ailey concert and know and appreciate what’s happening onstage. That’s my perception of 
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what dance should be—a popular form, wrenched from the hands of the elite.” Growing up in small-9

town Texas, Ailey’s “blood memories” contained the permeation of black churches with spirituals and 

gospel songs radiating from the buildings. In 1999, almost exactly one year after the first opening I 

attended with my mother at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion, the LA Times would join the ranks of many 

others to claim Revelations as a historical masterpiece. The LA Times dance critic writes, “It's as if 

nothing could be taken for granted or executed lightly in this masterwork of black spirituality lest it be 

lost—as if this company is dancing for history” (LA Times 1999). Jennifer Dunning, author of Alvin 

Ailey: A Life in Dance recounts, “Revelations is, as Truitte saw it, a dance that contains the history of 

blacks in America” (Dunning 124). While trying to locate the program to the exact concert I attended in 

UCLA’s special collections, in the 28 boxes of dance program, there were 3 Alvin Ailey American Dance 

Theater programs couched between the nearly 1000 twentieth-century dance programs such as the 

American Ballet Theater and New York Ballet. According to the program:  

“This suite explores motivations and emotions of Negro religious music which, like its heir, the blues takes many forms—true spirituals 
with their sustained melodies, song- sermons, gospel songs and holy blues—songs of trouble, of love, of deliverance. The spirituals sign 
of woe triumphantly, knowing well that all rivers will be crossed and the Promised Land is just beyond the stream. The spirituals ask no 
pity-for their words ride of the strongest of melodies, the melody of faith. That is why there is joy in their singing, peace in their music, 
and strength in their soul” – Langston Hughes”  

 

 Revelations exploded the concert dance scene. Displaying more than just the aesthetic 

significance of a person of color on the stage, Revelations signified an expansion of Blacks on the stage 

and in the audience. In his autobiography, Ailey described the “pervasive racism” in dance: “Our feet 

weren’t shaped right, our butts were too big, our legs wouldn’t turn out correctly; blacks simply weren’t 

wanted; and so on” (Ailey 51). Ailey dreamed of bringing more Blacks into the theater on and off stage. 

 (Revelations: The Autobiography of Alvin Ailey).9
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Despite the religious appeal of Revelation, Ailey struggled to get more Blacks to the theater. In fact, he 

even decided to “leave it home” and stop touring to Europe. After only two performances the dancers and 

audiences wanted more Revelations (Ailey 102). Revelations would be both a gift and a curse for Ailey. 

He would battle until his death against the shadow of his greatest success. According to the Alvin Ailey 

Dance Center website’s 50
th 

Anniversary page, Revelations is credited as the most seen modern dance 

work with over “23 million people in 71 countries across six continents”. It unlocked the potential of 

“black dancers to inform concert dance with the profound cultural heritage of African American 

experience” (DeFrantz 2004: 25). The performance moves with the words of spirituals that liberate the 

dancers in a sort of religious experience or sermon teaching lessons of memory, slavery, and freedom to 

the audience. There is an invigorating promising activism in the collective dancing body of Revelations. 

Dunning writes, “Revelations was and remains the work of a community, from larger worlds of black 

Americans to the worlds of the individual dancers who helped create Revelations and passed it on to later 

generations” (Dunning 123). I am a product of a later generation of Revelations. Revelations continues to 

reach and pass on to the current generation through performances. 

 DeFrantz explained that movements were formed through personalities of life experiences and 

cultural environments (DeFrantz 2004: 25). Ailey’s training with Lester Horton to influences from 

Graham, Horton, and Humphrey infused with jazz, Brazilian, and West African movements (DeFrantz 

2004: 25). The fusion of jazz dance with spirituals exposes similar “ecstatic intentions motivating both 

forms” (DeFrantz 2004:13). Ailey’s movement vocabulary “draws on class jazz dance steps: struts, 

rhythmic floor patting by bare feet, shaking of the shoulders and torso, and movement phrasing in blocks 

of insistent eight” (DeFrantz 2004: 25). Revelations displays a wide range of the Black Southern church 

experience of what Ailey describes as an “extended single- day church service” (DeFrantz 2004: 24). 

Wearing your Sunday’s Best, Hats, Fans, and the theatrics of praise and worship. “Rocka My Soul”, my 

mother’s favorite song to perform displayed the dancers in their Sunday’s best. She recalls sections of 

women in front showcasing in church, the need to be seen. Faster paced, elongated jumps. The dancers 

end on their knees and arms up, surrendering to God.   

 Alvin Ailey recounted his choreographic process explaining he began with the music. Music 

moves the movement that propels the dancers and the audience closer toward liberation. Blended through 
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the music in a synesthesia, throughout the sections whether it is falling to the ground or arms up in 

surrender, the battle of oppression and deliverance shows through the technique. There is deliverance in 

the movements of the dancers. DeFrantz writes, “these are people in physical bondage invoking, through 

their movements, spiritual deliverance” (DeFrantz 7). The beginning of Revelations follows the dancer’s 

attempt to get off the ground. Ailey speaks of his memories of these lyrics to reflect his feelings about 

being pressed into the ground of Texas. The signature bird pose of arms stretched wide like a massive bird 

falling to the ground, their bodies contorted, reactionary, knees bent, conflicted. Eyes lifted to God as a 

plea for God to hear their cry. The section containing “Wade in the Water” symbolizes the baptismal. 

Ailey explained that this particular choreography was dear to him. This section illustrates the collective, 

yet simultaneously individual nature of spirituality. Dressed in all white, several dancers weave in and out 

of the audience’s view. One of the most famous pictures of this section depicts several dancers walking at 

a diagonal toward the audience, one dancer holding a white umbrella. The dancers move backward and 

forward to signify the tension of struggle versus surrender; the slow stride of the spiritual journey. Faith is 

also illustrated though back and forward movements. The raised hands in surrender that lead to a wading 

in the water through baptism. Waving cloths cover the stage in shades of blue simulating the waves of 

water, washing the sins away. Arms wide open, washing away, pushing away and cleansing troubles. 

Jumps, leaps, extending in liberating movements. The isolations in the chest in revelations symbolize 

being embraced by the Holy Spirit. A duo takes the stage for quite some time until the collective church 

returns. DeFrantz writes, “The repetition suggests that no matter how far apart the dancers travel, they 

must come together physically, as pieces of a larger sculptured mosaic, to complete the communal 

expression of spirituality” (DeFrantz 6). You can even envision the dancers as angels surrounding the 

female dancer, Jesus picks up the dancer and they fade from audience view. The movements translate to 

unfold a need for liberation and to invoke past memories of escape or desires for change, which is a 

common thread throughout Revelations. With the lyrics, “I Been Buked, I Been Scourned...There is 

trouble all over the world, Aint gonna lay my Religion down,” the spirituals in Relevations speak to the 

resiliency of Black people in the midst of trouble and their faith that sustains them. As the audience watch 

Revelations, pain is realized and eased, the trials and tribulations of life releasing. Spirituals emphasize 

stories of salvation and the promises of God. The spirituals move Blacks toward liberations with steps to 

physical and spiritual freedom. The songs offer affirmations for daily life.  
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III. The Time-Space Compression of Social Dances 

 Reading the words of Halifu Osumare’s Dancing Blackness: A Memoir, I feel as though time and 

space collapse, as though her words could be written as my own memoir, if put in a similar, yet different 

geopolitical climate. Osumare’s begins with her name “Halifu” which means “independent, rebellious one 

in the family” given to her by playwright/poet Ntozake Shange. Her name speaks to her life of using 

dance as a method of rebellion that disrupts power and articulates and carries visions of the future. A 

vision of the future that I carry forward in my own work. In the radical 1960s and beyond, she facilitated 

pivotal artistic, cultural, and political projects. Dancing in Blackness, a memoir, researched from a 

scholarly perspective about those times through the lens of dance provides a model that I will take up for 

my dissertation. She explains her methodology “as an exploration of the continuing maturation of black 

dance across time and space—from West Africa to the United States—over three decades (1968-1994) 

through my personal story” (Osumare 2). She provides her dance pedagogy through not only her story but 

the relationships she had with key artists of the time including dance legends such as Katherine Dunham, 

Brenda Dixon Gottschild, and one of my friends Rennie Harris. The appeal of this pleasurable read was 

that no one else could have told this story as she did. Although much can be written on the Black Arts 

Movement or Black Power movement, only Osumare could tell her story of “dancing in blackness” 

providing Black history through dance from her perspective of a “dancer, choreographer, arts 

administrator, cultural activist, and scholar whose approach to dance as resistance in order to provide a 

counternarrative of the Eurocentric “dance establishment’s lack of critical knowledge about black dance 

artists’ cultural and sociopolitical context” (Osumare 8). Providing what Carribeanist scholar VeVe A. 

Clark referred to as “diasporan dance literacy”, she recounts firsthand knowledge of historic moments, 

weaving together a “story of the black struggle for recognition, justice, and self-empowerment through 

the prism of dance, a discipline only occasionally viewed politically.” (Osumare 8) Adding to 

conversations on globalization, Marxist David Harvey coined the term “time–space compression” to refer 

to the processes of the acceleration of capital which leads to the collapse of spatial barriers and relative 

distances. Harvey argues that capital moves at a pace faster than ever before, as the production, 

circulation, and exchange of capital happens at ever-increasing speeds, particularly with the aid of 

advanced communication and transportation technologies. Geographers such as Doreen Massey extends 

the definition of time-space compression as the geographical stretching-out of social relations across time 

and space, and how we experience of all this.  
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 On May 10, 2018, with soul music and hip hop filling the air, hundreds of Black people attended 

a BBQ in Oakland, CA at Lake Merritt in response to the gentrification in the area. In unison, electric 

sliding together, which in practice looks like taking four steps to the right, four steps to the left, four steps 

backward, left foot in front step-touch to the front-roll your hand back, step kick to the next side and 

repeat each direction. Michelle Snider, recorded a white woman, now a meme across social media 

referred to as “BBQ Becky ,” harassing a Black couple using charcoal in a non-charcoal area and calling 10

the police. When the police came to the incident and did not issue a citation, white tears were BBQ 

Becky’s bodily response. Millions of viewers watched as she cried wolf claiming to feel “threatened” 

after having harassed the Black resident for hours. Oakland resident Onsayo Abram, the Black man 

“illegally grilling with charcoal,” testified that the white woman referred to the park as “my park” and 

they should not be there. This incident was caught on a tape by a white ally, who videotaped it and it went 

viral across social media. The uproar created memes that Black folks, in usual fashion turned mourning 

into dancing, and reclaiming a negative situation with a communal sense of pleasure similar to the jokes 

of playing the dozens. Not with BBQ Becky as the real opponent, the fun is in who from the Black 

community, Black twitter in particular, can come up with the best memes.  

 https://www.inverse.com/article/45011-best-bbq-becky-woman-on-the-phone-memes10
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 However, let’s be careful not to fall into a dangerous trope when we consistently discuss the 

plight of Black people and their cultural responses to it. This is seen in the cook out in Oakland where the 

news and the public spread that the cook out and electric slide was in response to “BBQ Becky”. It was 

later reported that it was “sort of a weird coincidence” expressed the executive director of Urban Peace 

Movement, Nicole Lee, who confirmed the event, “510 Day,” which represented Oakland, California’s 

area code. Journalist Angela Helm of online column, The Root writes: “As long-term residents are being 

pushed out and newcomers are moving in, we see more and more examples where Oakland locals, 

especially black folks and other people of color, are made to feel unwelcome in their own city,” Lee says. 

“Racial discrimination and gentrification work hand in hand. And yet the resistance continues. Next 

Sunday, May 20, there will be another celebration, called “BBQing while Black,” starting at 11 a.m. in the 

same spot. Come one, come all.  11

 This is significant because in the political moment when Black communities feel the need to 

assert “Black Lives Matter” to address state sanctioned violence, there seemingly appears to be an 

increase of white people calling the police on Black people for living. Because of the time-space 

compression caused by social media within minutes the entire nation can be in an uproar. Just this past 

month, the police were called on two Black men waiting in a Starbucks prompting Starbucks to close 

8,000 stores for racial bias training, or employees calling the police on a Black woman in Waffle House in 

 Helm, Angela. “Black Oakland Electric Slides on Racism by Throwing Big-Ass Cookout in Park Where White Lady Called Cops” 11
https://thegrapevine.theroot.com/black-oakland-electric-slides-on-racism-by-throwing-big-1825981027
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Alabama where she was then physically assaulted by male police officers exposing her breasts, choking 

her, and threatening to break her arm.  Eating while Black has become deadly: at a Waffle House a few 12

weeks prior to these incidents, in Tennessee, a white man shoots three Black people and James Shaw Jr. 

uses his body to wrestle him to the ground and toss the weapon.  13

 In Murray Forman and Mark Anthony Neal’s book, “That’s The Joint! The Hip Hop Studies 

Reader” (2004) Katrina Hazzard-Donald’s “Dance in Hip-Hop Culture” speaks to phenomena I have been 

studying in street dance culture, the cycle by which dance crazes emerge and how they are often quite 

similar to a move from previous decades by name or actual movement vocabulary. She writes, “cyclical 

quality distinguishes African American dance from dance elsewhere in the African diaspora. That is, an 

African American dance appears, then goes underground or seems to die out, only to emerge twenty years 

or so years later as a “new” dance” (Forman & Neal 2004: 505). However, “the Cotton Club’s “jungle” 

skits were devised by whites for a white audience; it was white visitors to Harlem, not black locals, who 

were fascinated by “jungle" representations, a show business parallel perhaps to modernist art’s 

fascination with the supposedly “primitive" (Lock 1999: 83). In Angela Davis’ Blues Legacies and Black 

Feminism: Gertrude “Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie Holiday (1998), Davis acknowledges what 

she calls “the prism of the present,” and how its interpretations inform our past and present forms of 

social consciousness. Anthropologist Johannes Fabian's conception of "intersubjective time,” in Time and 

the Other (1983), grounds our interpretations in an individual's experience, for example, this paper 

reflects intersubjective time informed by my fieldwork and my family. Fabian describes intersubjective 

time as "occurring between two subjects engaging in dialogue while creating a shared presence as coevals 

within the same physical and psychological time” (Fabian 1983: 29). What Davis alluded to is the ability 

for performance to evade time, to seemingly coeval across generations. This warping of time and space 

often created by material and social conditions that produce a sort of fight/flight response to adverse 

conditions to which births cultural expressions such as the Blues or dance forms, and creating a social 

consciousness.  

 This “creative recylcing” Hazzard-Donald speaks of is, The “jerk” popularized in the 1960s 

credited to a Los Angeles band called, “The Larks.” I work with Los Angeles based group of street 

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/business/wp/2018/04/23/police-wrestled-a-black-woman-to-the-ground-exposing-her-breasts-in-12
restaurant-video-shows/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.94ed096ec506

 https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/23/us/waffle-house-shooting-nashville.html13

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mh3a6yZjJJA
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dancers that call themselves, “jerks”. The cake walk, a dance that utilized exaggerated upright posture” 

and “originally ridiculed the arrogant, upright, erect postures of the slaveholding class; it was a dance of 

derision” (Forman & Neal: 507). “African Americans had a new national pride and self-consciousness, 

reflected in the phase “the new Negro,” in the theater dance style of the “class acts,” and in the slogan 

“All tap, no Tom” (Forman & Neal: 507). Paying close attention to historical context, “By the late 1960s 

and early 1970s, popular music and dance had become increasingly political as the industrial base that 

supported much black cultural creation eroded; the politicized forms of popular music and dance were 

successfully challenged by the apolitical, slick dance and music called disco” (Forman & Neal: 507). In 

the late 1950s and 1960s, Chicago gang members used dancing to exert dominance and pride (Forman & 

Neal: 512). Dance also helped camaraderie among “peers and garner admiration from within my 

community, and it could open an entire new realm of being, self-definition, and socialization” (Forman & 

Neal: 513). Hip Hop emerged out of a “critical juncture of postindustrial stagnation, increased family 

dissolution, and a weakened struggle for Black economic and political rights” (Forman & Neal: 507). 

Social dances typically emerge from working class and low-income Black communities and are often 

later commodified by mainstream society. In line with Hastrup’s arguments, I argue “social dance is 

inseparable from an implicit morality” (Hastrup 1995: 97). 

 Dance offers a vignette into the intersection of performance and social consciousness operating as 

a method of rebellion, revolution, and future vision that disrupt and challenge the manufactured 

differences used to dismiss, detain, and destroy communities. With dance, either intentionally or 

unintentionally, as an embodied response to social forces. Street dance movements literally brings full 

“circle” the possibility of dance as a legitimized place of Black identity formation, political deliberation, 

social awareness, and liberation. An early genealogy of dance provides examples of the various functions 

of dance such as “performing race” and the way it articulated the modern world, used for nation building 

or What I am specifically interested in are the multi-faceted ways dance operated as a method of rebellion 

that disrupts power and articulates or carries visions of the future. For example Kringelbach describes 

Senegal’s independence from France in 1960 to “nature-building required that linguistically and culturally 

diverse populations be brought together around the idea of a single political unit. To establish a stable 

working state, governing elites needed people to “imagine” the new entity to which they now belonged 

(Anderson 1983). Senegal’s cultural policy showcased the political uses of performance” (Kringelbach 

37). 
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Black music and dance connects that intricate presence of the call and response of the visceral 

experience of state violence with its past, present, and future to produce a powerful politics. Black radical 

future mitigated through a snapshot of dancing moments where the radical imagination and freedom 

dreams of these artists summoned through the deepest of thinking, thinking through the body…hearing, 

seeing, feeling, and being, connecting lived experiences with theories of corporeality that reveal and 

reshape our realities. Uprooting the rotten debris of “Strange Fruit,” speaking to our souls in a collective 

celebration of life, dancing defies time and space, and in the end, cheats death. The navigation of 

geography, time, and space and how Black bodies moving in spaces where they are vulnerable to attempts 

to police and contain them are key to this exploration. Quoting The Black Beat Made Visible: Hip Hop 

Dance and Body Power by Thomas F. DeFrantz at length: 

Black social dances
1 

contain dual transcripts of "public" and "private" meaning. These transcripts mirror constructions of outwardly 
entertaining and secretly derisive rhetoric articulated by black cultural theorists including W.E.B. Du Bois at the turn of the century. Du 
Bois's 1903 theory of "double consciousness," articulated as "two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings ... in one dark body, 
whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder" suggests a doubling of desire contained by the tenacity of the black body 
and released in dance (Du Bois, 1961: 3). Black social dances enact this duality in divergent resonances available to dancers and viewers.  

As DeFrantz suggests social dance provides a largely unmodulated measure of pleasure for an immobile 

audience. Like social dance, street dance activism provides a space for celebration and protest. He writes, 

“The transcript of protest in social dance remains "private," read and understood only by dancers initiated 

into black social dance styles. According to these writers, it is only during the 20th century, amidst 

burgeoning civil rights activism, that the dancing black body is allowed a self-conscious ability to 

celebrate and protest simultaneously” (DeFrantz 3). Black cultural production creates an open-ended 

dialogue that transcends time, space, and thought. Culture performs the future looking backward with the 

present staring forward and striving toward imagined freedoms revealing to its audience that theory 

ceases to exist without the corporeal and the sonic. Counteracting the great violence upon the body that 

Ta-Nehisi Coates so eloquently narrates, movement in the body should not exist without a 

movement―collective force toward social action. Stuart Hall in his pivotal book Critical Dialogues in 

Cultural Studies links performed movements to theoretical moments (Hall 269). Dance provides 

theoretical moments that theory alone might reveal hallow ghosts parading shells of history, emptied 

truths, and memories silenced at their core. At the body's core, reveals a reckoning that power has pressed 

the brunt of its weight upon. Using its core, Black bodies move, press back against power, repping back 

and forward until the tension produces the desired results, presence. The presence of elided voices 

complicated with all of its tensions: race, class, gender, sexuality, power, pleasure, joy and love. 
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1. Paul Gilroy has written of “restless, recombinant qualities of the Black Atlantic” with regard to cultural matters linking peoples of 
sub-Saharan Africa and the African Americas – and provocative, dynamic adjectives these two most certainly are. You have read 
about what Lee Ann Bell calls “counter-storytelling communities” whose members express their resistance – pushing back – but also 
their pushing forward by being creative, finding fulfillment, making meaning, and building culture. How, then, might narrativity and 
narrative events, embodiment and embodied events (here recalling your activities on the sidewalk in front of LAPD-HQ) be devised as 
“restless, recombinant” modes through which, following bell hooks, you may aspire to “teach to transgress” dominant paradigms 
through “education as the practice of freedom”? 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Street Dance Activism: Embodied Counter Storytelling as  Corporeal Pedagogy 

 and Practice of Freedom 

 

 



 

 

Narrativity disrupts and dispels linearity, embracing hybridity and liminality, welcoming 

“difference” and non-linear temporalities that foster opportunities for an improved past, present, 

and future. In Einstein’s theory of relativity—the illusion of time: the past, present, and future all 

occur simultaneously, opening up infinite possibilities of narratives. The healing nature of 

counter storytelling and reconciling the past, and being present, welcomes the flow of the future. 

Autoethnographic methods excavate often painful lived realities, but also provides space for 

critical lessons and radical transformation. Recalling my street dance activism intervention at the 

Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) Headquarters in Downtown Los Angeles with Black 

Lives Matter Los Angeles, I remember being prompted to (dance)movement and wanting to tell 

a story unlike any story my opponent, or oppressors, could tell or write about us. I was drawn to 

retelling or rewriting the stories calling our politics "aggressive" or "divisive", instead opting to 

disseminate our own stories of joy and resilience. Also, using our collective bodies to tell a story 

picking up on the “restless, recombinant” qualities British Cultural theorist Paul Gilroy spoke of 

in his highly influential book, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness. A 

resistance that included all dancers (experienced or non-experienced), of all ages and races, 

welcomed to street dance activism using their embodied experience to tell our collective counter 

narrative. Much like Lee Ann Bell’s Storytelling For Justice: Connecting Narrative and the Arts 

in Antiracist Teaching, street dance activists believe in a “consciously created 

counter-storytelling community” as key to the success of a storytelling methodology intended to 

confront racism. We co-choreograph movements together in public spaces or institutions marred 



by structures of white supremacist, capitalist society as a civil disobedience to confront racism. 

For the purpose of this paper, I use an exceptional roster of critical thinkers including the work of 

Paul Gilroy, Augusto Boal, Paulo Freire, bell hooks, Lee Ann Bell, Jeffrey M. Duncan-Andrade, 

Diana Taylor, and Chela Sandoval, just to name a few, as methodological and pedagogical 

guideposts. By rejecting positivism and its emphasis on detached, objective, “scientific 

inquiry”— I embrace the subjective, “doing ethnography” with deep involvement presenting 

thick descriptions. Clifford Geertz’s thick description, in The Interpretation of Cultures, offers a 

way to contextualize meaning-making by concentrating on the local and the specific. In this 

paper I explore how narrativity and narrative events, embodiment and embodied events, in 

particular my own involvement in the #OCCUPYLAPD event that birthed “Street Dance 

Activism,” can be devised as a “restless, recombinant” mode through which, following bell 

hooks, I aspire to “teach to transgress” dominant paradigms through “education as the practice of 

freedom”. 

 
Situating Restless, Continuously Moving, New Combinations 

 
“This over integrated sense of cultural and ethnic particularity is very popular today, and blacks do not monopolize it. It masks the arbitrariness of 

its own political choices in the morally changed language of ethnic absolutism and this poses additional dangers because it overlooks the 
development and change of black political ideologies and ignores the restless, recombinant qualities of the black Atlantic’s affirmative political 

cultures” (Gilroy 1993: 31) 

 
 

I do not believe in coincidences. While preparing for this exam, I met a beautiful soul that 

self-identifies of Indigenous and Hispanic blood who challenged my politics by saying, “You 

think in Black and White” while questioning the ideas of Black nationalism embedded in my 

desire to date only Black men and raise “critically conscious Black children.” If I were to look to 

British cultural theorist Paul Gilroy for theoretical advice, he would find a possibility for a 



recombination in my politics. In fact, in The Black Atlantic, he could be talking directly to me 

when he says: 

The first is my hope that the contents of this book are unified by a concern to repudiate the dangerous obsessions with 
“racial” purity which are circulating inside and outside black politics. It is, after all, essentially an essay about the 
inescapable hybridity and intermixture of ideas. The second is my desire that the book’s heartfelt plea against the closure of 
the categories with which we conduct our political lives will not go unheard. The history of the black Atlantic yields a 
course of lessons as to the instability and mutability of identities which are always unfinished, always being remade. 
(Gilroy: xi)  

Gilroy challenges me—all of us—to make the difficult choice of hybridity and embracing 

difference. I have always thought that working together across race and class would be more 

strategic, and street dance activism provided a way to achieve hybridity, using dance to counter 

the perceived absolutism of our cry for Black lives to matter. While facilitating “street dance 

activism” I purposely include all people, from all social justice movements. I also take the 

opportunity to interject conversations about the context in which Black people dance and discuss 

larger implications such as white privilege and cultural appropriation. Street dance activism 

teaches more than just dance moves, but also healing, self actualization, and practices of 

freedom. It is important to give context to Gilroy’s important work because understanding what 

he means by hybridity and the counterculture of modernity has significant impact on the way we 

can strategize about our political interventions and our teaching methods.  

In the preface of The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness (1993), Paul 

Gilroy recalls a personal story of a Professor’s worst nightmare—attempting to engage in early 

morning discussions with disinterested students who feel that the subject does not pertain to their 

degree, or as Gilroy puts it, “a deliberate sign of their disengagement from the life of the mind” 

(Gilroy 1993:  ix). It was their loss, and our gain, because it was at this point that Gilroy would 

be prompted to put forth one of the most cited contributions of Black writers that would tackle 

the topic under discussion, the “Black Atlantic”. Gilroy argues that modernity should not be 



thought in dissonance from race and imperialism. As we embark on this Black Atlantic journey, 

Gilroy pleas with the reader to embrace hybridity and refuse to close boundaries and political 

categories (Gilroy 1993: xi). Gilroy finds quandary with the absence of “race” or “ethnicity” in 

discussions of Modernity and nation, which is stimulated by Dubois’ theory of “double 

consciousness,” in a “parallel discussion” with Richard Wright’s work, that rhizomes around the 

concept of Diaspora, (dia+speirein; to ―scatter―about, also with connotation of sowing seeds 

abroad). Moreover, Gilroy does not simply add another “modernism” to the other contemporary 

writings about modernity, but instead develops what he borrows from Zygmunt Bauman’s use of 

the “counterculture” of modernity. Gilroy’s counterculture of modernity then challenges the 

limitations of previous works on modernity. His intervention presents a compelling alternative 

politics to traditional class analysis and he then would posit that theorists, such as Marx, 

disregard the complicated intersectionality of class and race in the materialization of the Black 

Atlantic. 

Gilroy, who uses the phrase the "Black Atlantic" to denote the "webbed network" of the 

African diasporic culture that penetrates the United States, the Caribbean, and, by the end of the 

twentieth century, the UK. Gilroy considers the Black Atlantic a modernist countercultural 

space, a space that, for all the claims of black cultural nationalists, is not organized by African 

roots but by a "rhizomorphic, routed" set of vectors and exchanges: ships, migrations, creoles, 

phonographs, European miscegenations, expatriot flights, dreams of repatriation. The image of 

the criss-crossed Atlantic ocean is essential for Gilroy's purpose, which is to erode the monolithic 

notion of roots and tradition by emphasizing the infamous "restless, recombinant" qualities of 

Afrodiasporic culture as it simultaneously explores, exploits, and resists the spaces of modernity. 



The best way one should study Gilroy is to understand that Gilroy discusses Du Bois and 

Richard Wright to create a postmodern Black Modernism, which is critical of Eurocentric or 

“Euro American” modernization, but simultaneously rejects Black nationalism.  

In my current political engagements I see the pitfalls that Gilroy warned us of. He aims to 

“show how different nationalist paradigms for thinking about cultural history fail when 

confronted by the intercultural and transnational formation that [he calls] the black Atlantic” 

(Gilroy 1993: ix). Moreover, Gilroy hopes that his work will “repudiate” what he deems as “the 

dangerous obsession with “racial purity” within black politics. (Gilroy 1993: xi). However, one 

might argue that Gilroy’s arguments might lead to an erasure of Black radical thought and 

nationalism. One might even question why it seems to be so “dangerous” for Black people to 

desire purity when they have much more to offer than a “backwards” modernity and have a 

complex and rich way of thinking-and-knowing-and-seeing that the world that might benefit 

from. Paul Gilroy’s theorization of hybridity and a space of counter culture as a site of resistance 

that critiques essentialist, monolithic claims to modernity work provides a pivotal understanding 

of Black identity as a transnational, cultural syncretic exchange. It is my aim to position urban 

youth street dancing and movements, like Jerkin', as part of a larger corporeal pedagogy or 

transhistorical memory of Diasporic tradition, slavery, and desires for freedom that are taught 

and learned through the corporeal. In particular, with theorizing around street dance activism I 

grapple with how one might research embodiment of memory, transhistorical differences and 

similarities in African Diasporic dance (past, present, and future all occurring in the now) and 

desires for freedom, when dance conjures up the inarticulable past and future, in the present.  



In addition, Scholar activist Chela Sandoval's Methodology of the Oppressed serves as a 

refreshing grassroots method for emancipation and social transformation using the "apparatus of 

love" that builds bridges across theoretical chasms and creates strategies for globalizing 

resistance from below. Sandoval brilliantly builds upon Third World Feminist scholarship as she 

chronicles revolutionary love as it shifts upwards to be reinvented as a political technology and 

rhetoric of resistance, an apparatus for countering neocolonizing postmodern global formations 

(Sandoval 2000: 1-3). One of Sandoval‘s greatest theoretical, yet simultaneously methodological 

contributions can be seen in her theory of differential consciousness which she argues is the 

process through which the practices and procedures of the methodology of the oppressed are 

enacted (Sandovol 2000: 82). Sandoval also describes a method of movement and survival skills 

of the oppressed she refers to as semiology-as-resistance. The methodology of the oppressed 

expressed through the language of love cuts down power and Sandoval explores this 

methodology of emancipation through: semiotics, deconstruction, meta-ideologizing, 

democratics, and differential consciousness. Sandoval brings to light methods of resistance and 

body of knowledges, arts, practices, and procedures for re-forming the self and the world. 

(Sandoval 2000: 4). 

In conversation with Sandoval’s methods of resistance, Helene Neveu Kringelbach’s 

Dance Circles: Movement, Morality, and Self Fashioning in Urban Senegal (2013) addresses the 

“interconnected anthropological themes, which include the relationship between moving bodies 

and self-making, gender and morality, and the interplay between performance and politics” and 

highlighted themes of “the body as a metaphor of society” or “the locus of resistance” 

(Kringelbach 2013: 4-5). During the exploration for this paper I was amazed by the 



synchronicities of the work of Lee Ann Bell, Kringelbach, and an embodied knowledge I 

hold:without having read either Bell or Kringelback’s work, our stories collided. I intuitively 

understood and theorized the body as a metaphor for society especially with my facilitation of 

street dance activism. Further, Elizabeth Mackinlay points out in “Disturbances and 

Dislocations: Understanding Teaching and Learning Experiences in Indigenous Australian 

Women's Music and Dance” that dance scholars refer to dance as dialogic and intersubjective, 

exploring relational, lived experiences with the “potential for change and new meaning making”. 

Hastrup recenters the “mindful body” and places emphasis on the “corporeal, situated and lived 

nature of social experience and the emergent quality of meaning” where the “most cultural action 

is stored in action rather than words” (Hastrup, 1995: 82). Using dance as a metaphor for society, 

I wanted to use street dance activism as an embodied counter storytelling bridging art and 

politics to create a radical pedagogy striving toward liberation (Bell 2018). 

 
Embodied Autoethnography as Counter Storytelling  

 
My journey as an ethnographer began swiftly after colleagues in an undergraduate class 

at the University of Southern California presented on “Krump” dancing, a 21st century social 

dance phenomena with roots in South Central Los Angeles. When students in the class 

recognized my role in the David LaChapelle documentary, “Rize,” it was suggested I begin my 

own research at the request of the Professor, who would be become my mentor Dr. Robin DG 

Kelley. I resisted studying myself, so I decided to conduct fieldwork with the latest social dance 

movement of the time, “Jerkin’”, instead. I did not set out to create an embodied 

autoethnography. Initially to bridge art, politics, and pedagogy my methodological strategy 

began with merging the visual and textual through Ethnographic methods including direct 



immersion and participation in the street dance community, in addition to close reading of 

scholarly texts and social media platforms. My involvement began to shift while reading Lanita 

Jacobs’ article “Natives are Gazing” wherein she describes that ethnographic fieldwork involves 

a way of “seeing and doing,” in which researchers are increasingly expected to account for their 

own positionalities and ways of asking/seeing/interpreting and speaking influence into the 

research and their production of “partial representations” of their engagements in the field 

(Jacobs-Huey). Early on in my role as an Ethnographer I had lots of journal with jotting, cameras 

with tripods, and a voice recorder, but my role shifted to a choreographer and mentor to the 

Jerkin’ groups I was researching, and then shifted again to “keeper of our truths” once my 

dancing became directly political with Black Lives Matter which grew into our modern day Civil 

Rights movement.  

I currently mostly document by video, using my cell phone and social media to later 

recall my experiences, so I can be in the moment. Crafting your own narrative is key in social 

justice work. Nellie Y. McKay writes in “The Narrative Self: Race, Politics, and Culture in 

Black American Women’s Autobiography” (1998) of challenging white supremacy and 

hegemony, Black people “used narrative to fight their battle against chattel slavery and to engage 

in the search for political and psychological freedom for all black people” (McKay 1998: 96). 

McKay acknowledged the various strategies Black women writers use to tell their stories in 

fiction, autobiography, poetry, drama, and the personal essay. McKay helped me to theorize 

around what prompted me to begin street dance activism at the LAPD headquarters. Mckay 

writes,  

Stories that help shape Black female identity in such a way that the self, however invented, is a witness against the racism, sexism, and 
classism of the master text and not its absolute victim…Whatever their strategies of self-construction, active resistance to oppression 
of all kinds has been at the center of the history of black women’s lives in this country from slavery to the present time. These 
narratives are as politically significant as more overt modes of protest (McKay 1998: 104). 



The emphasis McKay puts on Black female identity as a witness against the racism, sexism, and 

classism intermingled with pointing out various strategies of active resistance reminds me of 

Avery Gordon’s Ghostly Matters and Paul Gilroy’s hybridity where Gordon quotes Barthes’ 

statement, “interdisciplinarity consists in creating a new object that belongs to no one” (Gordon 

7). Gordon also brings into question what it means “to know” and imagines the possibility of 

haunting by examining our current epistemologies and suggesting that to “study social life one 

must confront the ghostly aspects of it”; the “something missing” or as she brilliantly puts, “this 

confrontation requires or produces a fundamental change in the way we know and make 

knowledge, in our mode of production” (Gordon 7). Thus, these theorists helped me to explore 

alternative modes of knowledge production. Scholar Grace Kyungwon Hong’s The Ruptures of 

American Capital: Women of Color Feminism and the Culture of Immigrant Labor, a brilliant 

example of counter storytelling and alternative forms of knowledge production, theorizes 

through a post structuralist and women of color feminist framework. With Hong’s work she 

effectively articulated the ways in which these alternative sources can tell us about issues of 

power and subjectivity. She discusses “groundwork for the articulation of alternative forms of 

community” (Hong 63). Along these lines, vehicles for social change exist in many forms 

including literature, autobiographies, novels, art, performance, poetry, music, dance, etc. In 

thinking of these alternative sources, this intermingling of cultural production and resistance will 

be a key thread in my future theorizations of the corporeal pedagogy of street dance activism.  

When thinking through alternative forms of knowledge I am reminded of James 

Clifford’s Ethnographic Surrealism that provided examples to engage ethnographic surrealism as 

a way of being and seeing the world that welcomes differences, challenges dominant ways of 



knowledge production, and complicates the understanding of meaning-making and truth. I situate 

myself among other ethnographers engaging in participant observation in order to imagine 

anti-positivist histories and transformative alternative ways of truth and meaning-making, such 

as the counter storytelling Lee Ann Bell suggests. James Clifford would would be in 

conversation with both Gilroy and Bell, Clifford discusses:  

The surrealist moment in ethnography is that moment in which the possibility of comparison exists in unmediated tension 
with sheer incongruity. This moment is repeatedly, produced, and smoothed over, in the process of ethnographic 
comprehension. (Clifford 1981: 563) “Ethnography is actively situated between powerful systems of meanings. It poses its 
questions at the boundaries of civilizations, cultures, and classes, races, and genders. Ethnography decodes and recodes, 
telling the grounds of collective order and diversity, inclusion, and exclusion” (Clifford 2).  

 

Further, a key theorist in performance studies canon, Diana Taylor’s The Archive and the 

Repertoire: Performing Cultural Memory in the Americas argues that performance is an act of 

transfer that transmits cultural memory an identity, politics, and knowledge production by 

performing it. It is important to quote at length what Taylor means by a vital act of transfer at 

length:  

Performances function as vital acts of transfer, transmitting social knowledge, memory, and a sense of identity through 
reiterated, or what Richard Schechner has called "twice-behaved behavior." "Performance," on one level, constitutes the 
object of analysis in performance studies-i.e., the many practices and events-dance, theatre, ritual, political rallies, 
funerals-that involve theatrical, rehearsed, or conventional/event-appropriate behaviors (Taylor 2).  

Diana Taylor‘s work was my introduction into performance studies scholarship and placed 

performance as epistemological, methodological, and an object of analysis. One of the most 

defining moments of her methodological approach using performance, Taylor’s use of Coco 

Fusco and Guillermo Gómez-Peña‘s politically-motivated performance of the ”Couple in the 

Cage” as a critique of colonialism that included the ghostly presence of race, class, gender, and 

sexuality. Taylor straddled the line of performance and reality, and identified Fusco and 

Gómez-Peña‘s performance as reality. Ironically, many in the audience of the performance 

thought their performance was real. Taylor pointed out that many audiences were being 



addressed simultaneously in their performance including the object of the audience‘s gaze as 

well as their own performance of making a documentary. Their live performance was repertoire, 

and film as archive, as images of old movies of so-called “natives” were shown to the audience. 

She also examines the hallow emptiness of Fusco and Gómez-Peña Guillermo’s as objects. 

Taylor’s work helped me to think through the audience’s gaze as strangers walked by and were 

witness to our street dance activism as we encouraged them to join us and break the barrier to 

become street dance activists with us. Many people that walked by our dance interventions were 

lured in by having a free dance class, but ended the class a part of our street dance activism 

community.  

 

Freirean Roots Of Street Dance Activism: ‘Teaching To Trangress’ A Corporeal Pedagogy 
 

 

Augusto Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed can be argued as the Bible of performed 

resistance. Boal argues all theatre is political because everything should be political. The 

co-choreographic nature of Boal’s work speaks to my desire to include the audience as 

collaborators. During street dance activsim demonstrations all participants are asked to take on a 

piece of the choreography to make the piece their own. He writes, “First, the barrier between 

actors and spectators is destroyed: all must act, all must be protagonists in the necessary 

transformations of society. This is the process I describe in ‘Experiments with the People’s 

Theater in Peru.’ Then the barrier between protagonists and choruses is destroyed: all must 

simultaneously chorus and protagonist—this is the ‘joker’ system. Thus we arrive at the poetics 

of the oppressed, the conquest of the means of theatrical production” (Boal 1979: x). In his 

chapter, “Aristotle's Coercive System of Tragedy,” he cites the philosopher Heraclitus, “War is 



the mother of all things; opposition unifies, for that which is separated creates the most beautiful 

harmony; all that happens, only happens because there is struggle. That is to say, each thing 

carries within itself an antagonism which makes it move from what it is to what it is not” (Boal 

1979: 3).  

Borrowing from Augusto Boal’s democratic theatre exercises, Paulo Freire’s The 

Pedagogy of the Oppressed is a foundational text for those teaching about liberation and using 

education as a practice for freedom. He writes, “The only effective instrument is a humanizing 

pedagogy in which the revolutionary leadership establishes a permanent relationship of dialogue 

with the oppressed. In a humanizing pedagogy the method ceases to be an instrument by which 

the teachers (in this instance, revolutionary leadership) can manipulate the students (in this 

instance, the oppressed), because it expresses the consciousness of the students themselves”. His 

work is foundational to my theorizations of the corporeal pedagogy of street dance activism. In 

Paulo Freire’s Pedagogy of Freedom (1998), written posthumously by his translator originally 

scheduled to be a graduate seminar on liberation pedagogy taught at the Harvard Graduate 

School of Education (HGSE), Patrick Clark explains Freire was concerned “with with the 

positivistic overemphasis on the so-called scientific methods of analysis and absolute objectivity 

that informs institutions of higher education, which created a fragmentation of knowledge 

because of their reductionist view of the act of knowing, such as the Harvard Graduate School of 

Education’s “ideological act" of claiming “scientific rigor” and their claim of objectivity” 

(Freire: 1998: xi). Clark writes of Freire,  

 “So many read Freire's dialogical pedagogy as a tool for student motivation and cannot recognize that for him dialogue is a content 

whose goal is social as much as individual change. In Freire’s  Educational philosophy the 1st principle is that the conventional 

distinction between teacher as expert and learner as an empty bio-physiological shell is questioned” (Freire 1998: 8) 



He brings forth a metaphorical “gloves and masks" to  represent an ideological fog that enables 

educators to comfortably fragment bodies of knowledge. Placing Freire’s concepts in 

conversation with James Clifford, he writes, “In fact, science cannot evolve without a healthy 

dose of self criticism, skepticism, and contestation” (Freire 1998: xii). 

Objectives of the pedagogic process: 
1. To explore what each knows and what they can teach each other. 
2. To foster reflection on the self as actor in the world in consequence of knowing (Freire 1998: 8) 

 
Freire contends: 
1. Teaching requires a recognition that education is ideological 
2. Teaching always involves ethics 
3. Teaching requires a capacity to be critical 
4. Teaching requires the recognition of our conditioning 
5. Teaching requires humility and teaching requires critical reflection 
 
 

Taking inspiration from Freirean scholar bell hooks’ brilliant work “Teaching to Transgress,” 

with street dance activism I aim to foster a pleasurable learning environment of engaged 

pedagogy, one that bell hooks would consider a “counter-hegemonic act, a fundamental way to 

resist every strategy of white racist colonization” (bell hooks 1994: 2). Coming from a 

segregated educational background initially where all of her teachers at “Booker T. Washington” 

were Black women, bell hooks’ teachers enacted what she referred to as a “revolutionary 

pedagogy of resistance that was profoundly anticolonial” and she found that attending school 

was “pure joy” until entering “racist, desegregated white schools” (bell hooks 1994: 2). Her 

foundation of knowing radical joy lead her to conceptions of “engaged pedagogy” taking her 

influence from Paulo Freire and Vietnamese Buddhist monk Thich Nhat Hanh, she challenged 

the “banking system of education” and created strategies for “conscientization” with an emphasis 

on praxis (bell hooks 1994: 14). Having actually had the chance to study with Freire for a short 

time, she remarked that her time spent with Freire himself restored her faith in liberatory 



education even knowing his gaps as far as sexism. Her work paved the way for interventions in 

feminist pedagogy as a Black woman. There was a powerful way bell hooks addresses the lack 

of naming our pain and suffering and if we created feminist theory that addressed the pain, there 

would be no gap between feminist theory and feminist practice (bell hooks 1994: 75).  She spoke 

of her struggles of “moving from object to subject” recognizing the impact of race and class that 

shaped her identity (bell hooks 1994: 53). Another aspect of bell hooks’ pedagogy was her 

ability to discuss personal experience, in particular, a “passion of experience” that spoke to her 

suffering as she reminds us that a “particular knowledge comes from suffering” and that yearning 

is a way to know (bell hooks 1994: 91). She spoke of the simultaneous and reciprocal nature of 

“authentic help” and suggested to build a relationship between teachers and students that 

genuinely values each other’s presence and sharing of personal experiences. This reciprocal 

nature is found in the street dance activism exercises when I ask each dancer to provide some of 

their own talent in the choreography to model the sharing of personal experiences. Another key 

aspect of bell hooks’ engaged pedagogy that street dance activism picks up on is the centering of 

“well being”, and “teachers must be actively committed to a process of self-actualization that 

promotes their own well being if they are to teach in a manner that empowers students” (bell 

hooks 1994: 15). Along the lines of empowering myself so that I can empower students, street 

dance activism allows for what I call, The Lighthouse Effect. A shift from our tendency to jump 

into fraught waters trying to save others, toward the calmer waters of ALL of us being 

Lighthouses, taking inventory of our own skills and learning how to be most effective in healing 

ourselves, shining our light for others to see, and guiding others.  



With street dance activism, we use dance to disrupt space, and transform spaces from 

trauma to radical joy; lifting frequencies, lifting vibrations, and healing. bell hooks’ emphasis of 

pleasure makes a critical intervention in the work of Freire and feminist pedagogy. Radical joy, 

is key in my work with street dance activism.I use dance as an intervention. But more than that, I 

use dance to encourage all of us to use our personal missions and life purposes for an impact 

greater than for our own benefit. We can become the lighthouses that show others the way and 

raise the collective consciousness to vibrations of creativity and love. We each have a 

responsibility to use our individual talents for any movement for social change. In her chapter 

“Building a Teaching Community”, the necessity to “combine theory and practice in order to 

affirm and demonstrate pedagogical practices engaged in creating a new language, rupturing 

disciplinary borderlands in which politics becomes a condition for reasserting the relationship 

between agency, power, and struggle” is emphasized (bell hooks 1994: 129). She then confronts 

the hot topic of “difference” in “progressive circles” and speaks to the need of genuine dialogue 

and “examples of individuals who actually occupy different locations within structures, sharing 

ideas with one another, mapping out terrains of commonality, connection, and shared concern 

with teaching practice” (bell hooks 1994: 130). This desire for commonality, connection, and 

shared concern prompted me to contact Dashawn “Day Day” Blanks of the Ranger$ and dancer, 

Myshell Tabu to help teach dance moves at #OccupyLAPD.  

 In conversation with bell hooks, Jeffrey M. Duncan-Andrade’s The Art of Critical 

Pedagogy: Possibilities for Moving From Theory to Practice in Urban Schools suggests that 

classroom teachers “find and utilize various vehicles for engagement by working to understand 

the needs, concerns, and interests of students and then making those things starting points of the 



curriculum” (Duncan-Andrade 2008: 87). My ethnographic fieldwork has revealed dance, 

particularly urban youth street dance and popular culture, to be an enormous influence that can 

be utilized as a vehicle of engagement. Duncan-Andrade’s work on sports provided me with key 

insight on developing corporeal pedagogical tools. Most significantly, in the chapter, “What A 

Coach Can Teach A Teacher,” the provocative question was asked: “Could sports be used to 

develop a collective culture that aims to transform oppressive social norms?” Using this chapter 

as a model, dance can be a method by which urban youth achieve “transformative resistance” 

displaying a critical pedagogical framework of organic intellectualism, praxis, and counter 

hegemony (Duncan-Andrade 2008: 69). Along these lines, I found that the performative 

pedagogical tools of dance move beyond the constraints of the textual, to engage the living and 

performative, creating possibilities for alternative learning possibilities. Most significantly, I 

acknowledge and discuss the historical context of the dances and raw and material conditions 

that continue to prompt youth to dance. It is our hope to do more than "try on" a dance during 

class. With collaboration between Day Day (most well-known as a group member of the 

Ranger$) and myself, I aim to create more than just classes on urban dance technique or 

movement vocabulary, the sessions are the beginning of a dialogue between the urban dance 

community, the activist community, and the academy.  

 

 

 

Conclusion 



I use an autoethnographic lens to discuss the development and implementation of street 

dance activism as a model of what I call a corporeal pedagogy, and introduce street dance 

activism as a metaphor for movement building, with movement vocabulary as our collective 

demands, and as a way to express ourselves in liberated improvisation. I trace the birth of street 

dance activism to an eighteen day occupation of the Los Angeles Police Department 

headquarters, many have written about the ways we theorize in our bodies. Critical thinkers such 

as Paul Gilroy, Augusto Boal, Paulo Freire, bell hooks, Lee Ann Bell, Jeffrey M. 

Duncan-Andrade, Diana Taylor, and Chela Sandoval provide a theoretical framework to ground 

street dance activism in a liberatory pedagogy.  In particular I look at how street dance as form of 

knowledge then shapes the social movements that erupt in Los Angeles in the 21st century. 

Looking at civil disruptions by Black Lives Matter Los Angeles chapter #OccupyLAPD, I saw 

dance as a way of applying historical knowledge, expressing it through dance moves which are 

recognized as a language and capable of conveying ideas, knowledge, resistance. Many have 

written about the ways we theorize in our bodies. However, with corporeal pedagogy, this is 

more of an explicit lesson plan—Augusto Boal meets Diana Taylor. This work also situates our 

common goal to co-choreograph life with each other, bringing what you already have to build 

community. Again, I am in awe that without having read the work of Lee Anne Bell, not only did 

we share the same last name, but we were kindred spirits and it has now helped me put my 

embodied experiences and pedagogy into more concise words. In “Storytelling for Social Justice: 

Connecting Narrative and the Arts in Antiracist Teaching”, Bell discusses goals for the 

Storytelling Project to “develop practical and pedagogical tools for teaching about racism that 



could be extended to other areas of social justice, replicated and adapted for a range of purposes 

and groups” (Bell 2010: 11). 

Street dance activism follows in a long tradition of cultural production radicalizing Black 

lives, hip-hop rhizomes from the root of calling into question the power of the state. Street dance 

complicates seemingly disparate political expressions and contrasting temporalities. Street dance 

activism highlights the possibilities for freedom, living, mourning, pain and pleasure for Black 

bodies. By analyzing the protest choreography of street dance activism in the Black Lives Matter 

movement, it illustrates the ways in which dance underscores the inseparable bond between 

social justice struggles and activists subverting and transforming spaces of control and 

surveillance to a liberatory space of cathartic self-care, healing, and radical joy. Street dance 

activists used popular hip-hop dance crazes to engage our current socio-political terrain, 

including the attack on Black bodies by law enforcement and white supremacy. 

Building upon LeeAnn Bell’s “Storytelling for Social Justice: Connecting Narrative and the 

Arts in Antiracist Teaching,” street dance activism also “considers ways to create a community 

in which the often subtle and persistent ways that positionally shapes risk can be noticed and in 

which differential aspects of story and the connections between individual stories and group 

experiences with racism can be continually confronted and engaged” (Bell 2010: 2) I have 

similar goals with where I am taking street dance activism as she writes,“Our goals for the 

Storytelling Project were to experiment with the arts, and story in particular, to teach/learn about 

race and racism that could be extended to other areas of social justice, replicated, and adapted for 

a range of purposes and groups” (Bell 2010: 11) Bell recounts the resistance story of Rosemarie 

Roberts who, much like myself, took inspiration from her dance experience and traced the use of 



African dance by those enslaved as a covert method of resistance. “The physicality of dance, 

awkward for most of us, provides both a shared experience of vulnerability and the smallest 

glimpse into how dance can express covert and overt resistance to racial domination. This 

attunes the group to the many ways that resistance can operate and the variety of ways it can be 

expressed” (Bell 2010: 105). 

Bell writes “the goal is to establish participants to be aware of what they bring to the 

dialogue from both their individual and group experiences, remain open to multiple voices and 

perspectives, and consider what they can learn from a spirit of ‘appreciative inquiry’ and 

‘responsive understanding’” (Bell 2010: 94). It is the practice of co-choreographing and 

disseminating it widely that makes this process more than just a theoretical exercise.  a manual to 

be used across genres, as a team building exercise for all wanted to make a shift energetically or 

a shift in society. I speak to the pros and cons of bridging direct action in a radical dialogue with 

street dance activism as a workshop in elite institutions with the explicit intent for others to 

replicate and use as their own spatial intervention for any movement for social change. 

Oftentimes the mere presence of community members expressing the knowledge of their own 

lived experiences while experiencing joy is radical in itself. The pedagogical tools expressed in 

my close contact with street dance culture provides the foundation for movement building. 

Highlighting aspects of kinship, collaboration, care, and improvisation, street dance activism 

explores how many theorize through their bodies toward freedom. 

Placing my work in conversation with Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic opened up much more 

than I expected, challenging activists to embrace hybridity and difference. This paper helped me 

to identify the restless, recombinant nature of street dance activism that provides deep 



opportunities for connection across race, gender, age, and sexuality through counter storytelling 

and embodied autoethnography as a way to “teach to transgress” dominant paradigms through 

“education as the practice of freedom”.  Acknowledging the historical context of street dance 

activism, it brings to light the subjugated knowledges and embodies a history of the present that 

conjures up movements and memories of the past that are still present in order to situate the 

“movement” among embodied practices of African diasporic dance to acknowledge its 

transhistorical memory, and agential present. 
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Shamell Bell  
PhD Written Exam Peter Sellars 
May 21, 2018 

 
Question #1- The long and rich tradition of African American protest has many outstanding components including rendering visible and 
tangible under-recognized and under- represented communities, underlining and intensifying resistance, community resilience, and 
self-determination, and the channeling of rage, outrage, and grief into collective empowerment and release. In the last few years, the 
Black Lives Matter movement has updated the tradition of Black protest with new strategies and new models for the creative occupation 
of public space by aggrieved communities and has developed practices that take new steps towards possibilities of healing, 
transformation, and restorative justice. Please discuss the creation, development, and evolution of some of these initiatives from your own 
experience with attention to the communal process of shaping a protest action and the individual contributions made by yourself and 
others as artists. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

The Creation, Development, and Evolution of Street Dance Activism 
 in the BLM Movement  

 
The sidewalk came alive for the hundreds of names of slain black lives written on the ground in chalk in front of the 
Los Angeles Police Department providing an example of socially-engaged art. This brief exploration will discuss my 
work as an organizer with Black Lives Matter Los Angeles struggling to use theory for praxis asking the following 
questions: 1) How might we re-imagine the politics of performance as a tactic for justice in “black lives mattering”? 
and 2) How might we encourage alternative modes of activism such as aesthetically and culturally-driven political 
engagements in order to foster a collective self-sustainment that serves as a transparent model of community-based 
education, health and power? 



Bell 2 

 
 

 
 
 

Indeed, the long and rich tradition of African American protest has many outstanding 

components including rendering visible and tangible under-recognized and under-represented 

communities, underlining and intensifying resistance, community resilience, and 

self-determination, as well as the channeling of rage, outrage, and grief into collective 

empowerment and release. This is a direct link to the question posed by Historian Robin DG 

Kelley, “Looking back at the period before 1970, what are some examples from either North 

America or across the African diaspora of dance operating as a method of rebellion that disrupts 

power and articulates or carries visions of the future?” As I explored examples of dance 

rebellions across time, across the North American and the African diaspora, the relationship 

between time and space, historical context, material conditions and technological advancements 

became evident. The internet and social media in particular, have warped our collective bearings 

in relation to space and time. With the use of social media, it is now possible to disseminate a 

social dance across the world in a matter of minutes creating social dance movements with 

significant impact. What I find to be key to this discussion is the tactic of disseminating counter 

storytelling narratives through social dances using social media. This has been a remarkable tool 

for the Black Lives Matter movement.  

This was not always the case, making dance acts of physical rebellion much more 

spatially and temporally discrete (Bell 2018: 1). There has been a long tradition of creative 

strategies for protest in the Black community in North America, as seen in the incredibly 
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poignant art that emerged from the Black Renaissance period, and the Black Arts Movement. 

Seen in relief, technology has transplanted and revived some of these traditions into the present. 

With technological advancements, the Black Lives Matter movement has updated the tradition of 

Black protest with new strategies and new models for the creative occupation of public space by 

aggrieved communities.  I will explore the developed practices of the Black Lives Matter that 

foster new steps towards possibilities of healing, transformation, and restorative justice. As an 

original member of the first official chapter of Black Lives Matter, and the dance choreographer 

for the movement, my methodological framework includes ethnographic field notes based on my 

work with the Go Go Girl$, as well as autoethnography and my own lived experience as a Black 

feminist and street dance activist as an archive.  Although I do not deny that dance has been used 

for social justice in the past, to my knowledge I am the first officially known choreographer for a 

social justice movement. In this paper I discuss the creation, development, and evolution of some 

of the alternative modes of civil disobedience in the Black Lives Matter paying close attention to 

the communal process of shaping a protest action.  

This undertaking suggests how street dance activism intervenes, resisting the directions 

of hegemonic power structures, with collective acts of rebellion staged at the Los Angeles Police 

Department Headquarters in Downtown Los Angeles and the wealthy Hancock Park 

neighborhood of Los Angeles. These particular cases highlight agential presence and resistance 

through performances, as Street Dance Activism turns on its head the impossibility of Black 

normative performance. Any attempt to perform the normative codes of civil society have 

already failed for Black people. Just to be Black and marked as such is a performance in of itself. 

Our existence is resistance simultaneously revealing and living a history of continual violence 
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against Black people. However, street dance activists display the power to usurp that history by 

unapologetically performing their Blackness in the quest toward liberation. This autonomy over 

one's body, can serve as a method of pleasure, identity formation, or in many cases, resistance. 

The street dance activism performances of #OccupyLAPD and #OccupyLAmayor as shared on 

social media unfolds the pedagogical and liberatory possibilities of the body that intermingle our 

talents together in a communal process to awaken others and envision ways for revolutionary 

struggle and radical change.  

 
Creation of Street Dance Activism in the Black Lives Matter Movement 

 
Immediately following the release of the autopsy report of Ezell Ford, an unarmed 

mentally ill Black man killed by the Los Angeles Police Department on August 11, 2014, a 

group of Black and Brown activists, community members and white allies took up space in front 

of the Los Angeles Police Department Headquarters. For 18 days they slept together in 

30-degree weather, some of the coldest weather Los Angeles has seen in its history. Instead of 

simply occupying the LAPD headquarters in protest of the murders of unarmed black bodies, the 

protesters disrupted public space while also participating in self-care. Well-known street dancer 

in the Jerkin’ movement, Day Day, and I taught dance classes to protesters, community 

members, and whoever walked by. We called this demonstration, “Street Dance Activism.”  

As a former Krumper, professional dancer and choreographer, I am elated to return to the 

field that inspired and nurtured my dance career. My research will elaborate street dance in my 

hometown of South Central Los Angeles, the location in which the urban street dance 

movements of Jerkin’ and Krump originated. Building upon an eight-year ethnographic 

collaboration with Black youth in South Central Los Angeles, this study uses interviews and 
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participant observation to investigate how urban youth use dance as a cultural practice to contest 

and mobilize against the detrimental forces in their community and the dominant paradigms 

shaping their identities including (but not limited to), gangs, hip-hop style, their respective 

conceptualizations of black masculinity, and police brutality. Street dance provides an embodied 

counter storytelling narrative that resists the haunting. We are haunted everytime we walk down 

the street. The haunting prevents us from having the freedom to wait for a friend in Starbucks 

while Black, without getting the police called on us. Giving a performance on stage or walking 

down the aisle of the supermarket, we are haunted. Street dance activism reclaims space, 

identity, and narrative against this dehumanizing haunting of Black people.  

I think it is important to provide a historical and geopolitical context of the street dances 

in South Central Los Angeles I focus on. I quote Robeson Taj Frazier and Jessica Koslow’s 

article, “Krumpin’ In North Hollywood Public Moves in Private Spaces” at length:  

 Created circa 2002 in South Los Angeles (formerly known as South Central) and the surrounding cities of Inglewood and Compton, 
krump’s origins lie in another local dance style, clown dancing. Thomas ‘‘Tommy the Clown’’ Johnson, an African American 
ex-convict and former drug dealer, spawned the latter in the mid-to-late 1990s after he began performing as a hired clown at 
neighborhood birthday parties. His dancing exaggerated standard Hip Hop moves with greater expression, explosive movement, 
improvisation, and outrageous performance. Donned in clown suit, multicolor Afro wig, and face-paint, Johnson was later joined by 
several black youth whom he mentored. Johnson’s group went on to popularize the style, and other young adults began forming their 
own respective clown crews and competed against one another at events Johnson organized. Krump grew from the inner sanctum of 
Johnson’s crew. Marquisa ‘‘Miss Prissy’’ Gardner, Ceasare ‘‘Tight Eyez’’ Willis, Jo’Artis ‘‘Big Mijo’’ Ratti, and Christopher ‘‘Lil’ 

C’’ Toler pioneered the dance form. (Frazier & Koslow 2013: 3)   
 

 
 

Scholar Taj Frazier and journalist Jessica Koslow point out that street dance culture in 

itself is a direct response to racial injustice and social marginalization, as they highlight a 

dynamic that Historian George Lipsitz refers to as ‘‘the racialization of space and the 

spatialization of race,’’ which “plays a fundamental role in shaping and limiting the spaces 

where street dancers can perform and interact.” (Frazier & Koslow 2013: 3) Street dance 

activism displays the Black body as a place to contest what is meant to be a legitimized place of 
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personhood, political deliberation, social awareness, and liberation. Legitimized place is key in 

street dance culture because of how Black bodies are policed in society. Frazier & Koslow 

writes, “These practices—the young people gathering in an empty but private lot, the police 

encroaching—evoke the general culture of domination and regulation in Los Angeles, where 

black and brown working class youth’s mobility and use of public space is increasingly 

curtailed.” (Frazier & Koslow 2013: 3) Noting performance can likewise be an authentic source 

of commentary, politically and otherwise, this intermingling of politics, pleasure, and terror sets 

the stage for Hartman’s work that reads as a performance--a dance occurring between terror and 

pleasure. 

 This immediately reminded me of the everyday acts of resistance discussed in Robin 

Kelley’s Race Rebels. Kelley illustrated acts of resistance, particularly at McDonald’s as the 

workers constantly invented new ways of rebelling. Most significant to our discussion, Kelley 

suggests the workers resist by way of ‘turning their bodies into instruments of pleasure’ (Kelley 

3). Also, Frazier and Koslow quote Music historian Brian Cross, “As Cross relates, ingrained in 

Los Angeles Hip Hop’s region-specific negotiations and navigations of space is readiness and 

pro-activity toward identifying alternative spaces for performance and enjoyment.” (Frazier & 

Koslow 2013: 3)This key notion of the body as an instrument; the body as pleasure, was also 

seen in Hartman’s idea of a ‘corporeal politics that she suggests spans the divide between slavery 

and freedom’ (Hartman 9). In addition, I propose that Hartman encourages us to consider the 

enslaved not as solely passive agents, but active agents of resistance.[7] In concert with Kelley, 

these alternative modes of resistance, often silenced by bourgeois notions of resistance, bring 
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into question who has the right to resist. This is additionally romanticized by the dangers of 

liberal abolitionist stances on community and resistance. 

Robin Kelley’s Yo’ Mama’s Disfunktional highlights the role of the social scientist in 

defining culture, a unique responsibility that should not be taken lightly. He exposes the dangers 

of limiting culture to a singular "black culture" based on a set of presumed monolithic behaviors 

and ignoring the significance of Black popular culture which (a) “reduces ‘culture’ to 

expressions of pathology, compensatory behavior, or creative coping mechanisms to deal with 

racism and poverty” and (b) “reduces their subjects to cardboard typologies who fit neatly into 

their own definition of the “underclass” and render invisible a wide array of complex cultural 

forms and practices.” (Kelley 17) This area of Kelley’s book immediately convicted my soul to 

the point where I began to question my own analyses of Black urban youth and dance 

movements. With reading Kelley’s book, I now do not want to recuperate problematic 

frameworks. I am now positioning my work on the corporeal and urban youth street dance 

culture to include, what is the purpose of studying the expressive? What do we do with that 

work? How do we make meaning of it? What are the historical and material conditions, life 

circumstances behind their performance? These are the questions left unanswered after our first 

street dance activism action that I wish to develop. 

 
The Development: #OccupyLAPD Black Lives Matter LA Street Dance Activism 

 
Redressive action encompasses not only a heightened attention to the events that have culminated in the crisis but also the 
transfiguration of the broken and ravenous body into a site of pleasure, a vessel of communication, and a bridge between 
the living and the dead. –Saidiya V. Hartman, Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in 
Nineteenth-Century America, 1997 
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This quote from Saidiya Hartman addressing the redressive action of the broken Black 

body as a site of pleasure, communication, and bridge between living and dead succinctly 

articulates my theorizations of the use of street dance activism as it relates to scholarship and 

performance alongside its activist past and present. Urban youth vernacular dance and 

movements can be tied to a larger corporeal pedagogy and African Diasporic tradition such as 

slavery and desires for freedom that are taught and learned through the body. This paper presents 

the Black body as a conduit for pleasure and education. Because of failed performances, the 

Black body arousing pleasure is an anti-hegemonic stance in itself. Black performance is 

multi-dimensional in its facets providing varying sites of dispersion for Black pedagogy, 

subjectivity, and modes of resistance. The true radical nature of this practice is in the context 

behind cultural production. Blacks are taught a pedagogy that can be dispersed through culture. 

Street dance activism #OccupyLAPD and #OccupyLAmayor disrupted the space used by the 

police and the state. The activists subverted and transformed this space of control and 

surveillance to a liberatory space. 

Street dance activism highlights the possibilities for freedom, living, mourning, pain and 

pleasure for Black bodies. These performances taken together with the authors discussed in this 

paper, gives way to the possibility for performance to disrupt social, economic, and historical 

paradigms, but also show a communal process of shaping a protest. Similar to Cynthia J. 

Novack’s theorization of contact improvisation where she suggests “participants in contact 

improvisation have characterized the dance as an “art-sport,” a dance form which simultaneously 

provides a communal movement experience for the participants and an example of movement 

behavior for the audience” (Novack 8).  
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Frazier and Koslow writes, “Krump performances revolve around the session, an 

informal circle of onlookers and dancers where dancers take turns performing, each dancer in 

effect ‘‘calling’’ out to the other surrounding dancers and viewers through spontaneous 

performance. The latter group ‘‘responds’’ through cheers of acknowledgment, encouragement, 

and exclamations of amazement. This bodily communication and exchange between performer 

and community demonstrates the centrality of both individualist and collectivist motivations at 

the session where, as scholar Iain Borden explains, ‘‘The session is thus a kind of informal 

competition among individuals, but is also a collective activity.’’ (Frazier & Koslow 2013: 3) 

Our bodies ruminating, deeply thinking, together, in an dialogic and iterative process that starts 

with choreography embedded in our bodies. Displaying the body as the vehicle by which 

theorizations manifest, only to be de-coded and performed by thoughts. Each thought represents 

an 8-count to later be arranged, rehearsed, then rearranged and maybe even scrapped all together 

for a different direction or intervention. Choreography is a dialogical embodiment of theory. 

Each performance of theory represents contested, open-ended truths that present the possibility 

for liberation. Building upon scholar Daniel Widener’s work in Black Arts West: Culture and 

Struggle in Postwar Los Angeles,  artistic political expressions can be described as any form of 

cultural production that highlights the intricate connectedness between the aesthetic and political. 

Widener provides a site-specific analysis of Black Los Angeles as an important location for 

Black politics in 20th century. Picking up from where Daniel Widener’s work Black Arts West 

brilliantly left off, which was set in Los Angeles between the Second World War and following 

the Rodney King verdict, Widener “traces the interplay between efforts to develop a consciously 

black art and the broader African American struggle” (Widener 1). Black Arts West, set in Los 
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Angeles between the Second World War and following the controversial Rodney King verdict, 

traces “consciously black” art as a mechanism for change within the broader Black fight for 

liberation. 

 Following Susan Foster’s conceptualizations of choreographies of protest and 

“interferences created by physical bodies” (Foster 395),“Choreographies of Protest” centers the 

body’s central role in constructing both individual agency and sociality. The video clips of the 

#OccupyLAPD action displayed social identity. Foster’s sharp analysis identifying the corporeal 

in relationship to shifting power structures with an aim “to probe both the collective connectivity 

that is achieved among protesting bodies and the violence of the encounter between their bodies 

and those defending the status quo” (Foster 397). In the video clip, the police can be seen in the 

background of the street dance demonstration as they attempt to diffuse the occupiers and defend 

the status quo. The officers are not just standing there; their bodies are in a defensive stance. The 

officer’s status quo bodies, adorned with uniforms of authority with every aspect of their 

bodies--guns, mace, and stance--projecting an authority contesting the protesters. The protesters 

violated rules of propriety. Black bodies congregating and exhibiting pleasure and flits of 

freedom on a public street in view of the white gaze. 

The faces of the officers stoic, and the protesters appearing jubilant. The protestors 

ignored the officers and continue to be alive on the street, and deliberately created community 

where they otherwise were denied the right in that space. The street dance activism 

demonstration at #OccupyLAPD embodies what Foster refers to as “differing configurations so 

as to create solidarity in unabashed opposition to police and in support of the people” (Foster 

408). Foster pertinently ends her piece with: 
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 As they fathom injustice, organize to protest, craft a tactics, and engage in action, these bodies read what is happening and articulate 
their imaginative rebuttal. In so doing they demonstrate to themselves and all those watching that something can be done. Could this 
be why they are called political “movements”? (Foster 412) 

 

Street dance complicates seemingly disparate political expressions and contrasting temporalities. 

We can give meaning to street dance activist’s movement. Along the lines of Daniel Widener’s 

work, street dance forms are movements just as Black Lives Matters has moved from a social 

media #hashtag to a movement. Through cultural production the possibility of new 

conceptualizations of liberatory choreography exists. 

 

#OccupyLAmayor: Street Dance Activism Outside of Mayor Eric Garcetti’s Home  

The protesters brought out drums and sang Negro spirituals to wake up the quiet, posh 

Hancock Park neighborhood of Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti at 6 a.m. Sunday morning. This 

was a symbolic wake-up call for Mayor Garcetti. Black Lives Matter-Los Angeles chanted, 

danced, sang, prayed, and slept outside for 48 hours of protest in front of his home and then 

packed the Police Commission meeting on the third day. 48 hours after posting the video Black 

Lives Matter’s #OccupyLAmayor Street Dance Activism it reached 21,000 views. Featuring a 

collaboration with South Central Los Angeles based street dance group, “Demolition Crew” this 

clip of just less than 4 minutes was only a fraction of the 2-hour dance session that also included 

an African drum circle. This pays homage to the transhistorical memory and African diasporic 

roots. Jorge “PopMaster Fabel” Pabon writes, “African slaves introduced Capoeira, a form of 

self-defense disguised as a dance, to Brazil.” Similarly, street dance activism was our 

self-defense disguised as a dance.  

The protest was prompted by reports that Los Angeles Police Chief Charlie Beck and 
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Inspector General Alex Bustamante found officers Sharlton Wampler and Antonio Villegas 

justified in the murder of “unarmed,” mentally ill Ezell Ford on Aug. 11, 2014 in South Central 

Los Angeles. Both Beck and Garcetti remain on the chopping block due to a lack of an 

appropriate response to the murder of Ezell Ford by LAPD police officers. As protesters slept 

outside of his home, the Mayor continued his lack of attention to the concerns of the Black 

community. Black Lives Matter shouted their three demands to the Mayor: 1) Fire Chief Charlie 

Beck or face consequences regarding your re-election 2) Tuesday’s police commission vote to be 

held in public and not in closed session and 3) Reparations for victims murdered or injured by 

law enforcement.  

Mayor Garcetti further imprinted his status as an absent Mayor. He tried to rush out of 

the back door of his home, avoiding protesters, in order to catch a flight to Washington, DC he 

described as worth $15 million dollar for the homeless. I was able to catch a video of him and 

force a conversation to get these details. He seemed incredibly nice and smooth talking, with no 

actions to back it up. In the video you see Garcetti shook my hand and asked for my name 

because I told him to his face that if he was trying to campaign or get elected he would have been 

shaking our hands instead of sneaking out the back trying to avoid us. According to CBS news, 

he also released a statement stating, “I have confidence that the Police Commission will conduct 

an impartial and fair-minded review of the investigations conducted by both the LAPD and the 

independent Inspector General.” He put on this performance in front of cameras while the blatant 

disregard for Black lives was obvious from sneaking out of the back instead of addressing 

hurting protestors or even more significant suggest any disciplinary actions or any repercussions 

for those murdering Blacks. It was also interesting to see the Mayor perform his exit. He ran out 
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of his SUV into an unmarked vehicle that sped off quickly.  

After the occupation, Black Lives Matter protesters flooded the Police Commission 

meetings with their public comments to which was met with some of the Commissioners either 

being disrespectful or even sleeping. After shooting down the demands of an open meeting and 

reparations to the family as not being lawful or possible, the token Black Vice President of the 

Police Commission explained their decision and told the protestors “You got what we wanted in 

the meeting” even though we actually received breadcrumbs. The Police Commission decided 

the murderers of Ezell Ford acted "out of policy", but now the decision rests on Chief Beck who 

has already said the officers acted appropriately. Beck later released a video praising the 

dangerous work of police officers. 

It is significant to note the reception of the #OccupyLAmayor street dance activism 

video. The majority of the comments were positive and expressed sentiments of unity and 

favored street dance activism as an alternative strategy of resistance. However, as Thomas 

DeFrantz points out in his article “The Black Beat Made Visible: Hip Hop Dance and Body 

Power,” “The transcript of protest in social dance remains "private," read and understood only by 

dancers initiated into black social dance styles”. (De Frantz 3). Fred Moten writes, “The history 

of Blackness is testament to the fact that objects can and do resist” (Moten 1). 

A couple of older Black men shared the video and called it “ratchet” or “ghetto” among 

other negative comments. I edited the video description to include this disclaimer: “We were 

NOT performing for Mayor Garcetti, we were being unapologetically Black and disrupting that 

predominantly white space of Hancock Park. No business as usual. Most significantly, dancing 

(all forms of art) is a significant aspect of our self-care. We are cultural producers and that has 
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never been separated from our politics. Look at the unity displayed in the video. The different 

generations dancing to the Black youth's latest dance craze is powerful.”  

 Social dances are a collective force to mend disagreements. It is useful for building 

community in social movements. Historically hip hop dance has been used to strengthen peer 

dynamics. Katrina Hazzard-Donald writes, “hip hop dance does more than express the view of 

the social and economic outsider, or even of the wanna-be insider. It encompasses a highly 

functional system of symbols that affect individual identity development, peer-group status, and 

intergroup dynamics and conflict. For example, youth in New York City used the breaking form 

of hip hop to settle lower-level gang disputes and assert territorial dominance” (Hazzard-Donald 

2004: 512) 

Our youth's cultural production and witty dances are not "ratchet" and must we even 

engage in respectability politics when we are dancing for our own liberation, pleasure, and 

sustainability? Context is key. We were not drunk and being "ratchet". The dances in this video 

connect with youth as we meet them where they are. The "nae nae" and "whip" are current dance 

crazes that were simple enough to bridge generational gaps. Black people are not here for the 

white gaze, or the "new black" gaze, thanks. This reminds me of Moten’s discussion of Saidiya 

Hartman’s hypervisibility as he writes, “Between looking and being looked at, spectacle and 

spectatorship, enjoyment and being enjoyed, lies and moves the economy of what Hartman calls 

hypervisibility” (Moten 1).  

Maybe we should have done Alvin Ailey's "Revelations" for the respectable onlookers? I 

also uploaded videos of our drum circle and what went viral is what connected with the Black 
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youth.” Street dance allows the Black body the “self-conscious ability to celebrate and protest 

simultaneously”. The video unveiled what DeFrantz writes worth citing at length: 

But for their [black] performers, black social dances are constructed like verbal games of rhetoric such as toasting and signifying 
which simultaneously celebrate and criticize. Although an immobile audience viewing hip hop dance forms may still misread 
movements of personal transcendence as erotic or simply sensational, I think that the palpable presence of physical pleasure, bound up 
with a racialized cultural history, makes the dances powerfully compelling. This dynamic amalgamation of pleasure and critique form 
the basis of power present within hip-hop dance forms. (De Frantz 3) 
 

Conclusion 
This project seeks to go beyond language of an activist, go beyond the language of a 

scholar. The things I am discussing are evolving. It is my urging for us to treat street dance 

activism as self-empowerment, pleasure. Street dance activism as a source of empowerment 

countering the disempowered energy often created by continuously witnessing Black death. I am 

writing this to evolve a vocabulary and further ways of understanding that open possibilities into 

the future. A deeper language than what we use in activist circles and in the academy. This 

project traces the communal process in an attempt to do the flip side of what is happening on the 

streets where Black people are dying by the hands of state sanctioned violence, or the reactionary 

responses to Black death by activists and the community. Providing a methodological and 

theoretical framework for my lived experiences allows me to figure out the other part of the 

thoughts and actions that I was unable to think about in the moment. Understanding the urgency, 

but also understanding the brittleness and assigning meaning to our movements that have a long 

term effect. The creation of street dance activism as a corporeal pedagogy to be disseminated in a 

manner in which Augusto Boal’s “Theater of the Oppressed,” evolving the vocabulary to match 

the frequency of the future we envision. Talking about the moments where I did not 

understanding what I meant and turned from a place of doubt and then a move of unexpected 

possibility. 
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Dance provides air bending qualities with the ability to allow dancers to spiritually detach 

from worldly problems, bending air as the element of freedom. Dancing, the ability to transcend, 

to exist beyond the physical realm and exist beyond the normal. A key element to my research is 

the assertion that living is resisting, my method of living is dance. Black people use dance as a 

spiritual medium, dancing between realms. Dancing between time and space. Dancing between 

everyday life and performance. Dancing between performance and politics. Dancing between the 

sacred and the secular. Dancing between the self and the audience. Dancing between Black and 

white worlds. Street dance activism moves through the interstices wherein these histories hold 

relevance to my present work on street dance activism, which I call “dancing toward freedom.” 

This represents the time-space compression, continuities and circularities of social dance forms 

and their reason for existence—the continued living of Black bodies. (Bell 2018: 1) 

A study in the New England Journal of Medicine says that dance integrates several brain 

functions at once--kinesthetic, rational, musical, and emotional. I want to add that dance can also 

integrate the communal, the spiritual, and the ethical. And can be used as a form of healing and 

activism. Street dance activism is a way of thinking about dance, the body, and movement as 

healing acts of resistance. It allows for what I call, The Lighthouse Effect. A SHIFT from our 

tendency to jump into fraught waters trying to save others, toward the calmer waters of ALL of 

us being Lighthouses, taking inventory of our own skills and learning how to be most effective in 

healing ourselves, shining our light for others to see, and guiding others. We, as a collective 

force, use dance to disrupt space, and transform spaces from trauma to radical joy; lifting 

frequencies, lifting vibrations, and healing. We use dance as an intervention. But more than that, 

dance to encourage all of us to use our personal missions and life purposes for an impact greater 
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than for our own benefit. We can become the lighthouses that show others the way and raise the 

collective consciousness to vibrations of creativity and love. We each have a responsibility to use 

our individual talents for any movement for social change. (Bell 2018) The street dance activism 

performances of #OccupyLAPD and #OccupyLAmayor as shared on social media unfolds the 

pedagogical and liberatory possibilities of the body that intermingle our talents together in a 

communal process to awaken others and envision ways for revolutionary struggle and radical 

change.  
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Shamell Bell 

PhD Written Comprehensive Exam 

May 21, 2018 

Bryonn Bain: Question #1, Blues pioneers Gertrude “Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie 
Holiday articulated a Black feminist consciousness profoundly at odds with mainstream 
American culture. How does your work further and/or challenge these tradition? 

 

 

Jerk Females and Jerk Femcees Continuing the Blues Legacy 

 of Black Feminist Consciousness 
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“Caaaaaaaaat Daddddy!!!” screams the rap group, “The Rejectz,” infectiously repeating 

“Cat Daddy” as the chorus, and accompanied by a dance move with the same name. With 

directions embedded in the song instructing you to “move your arms like you’re wheel chair 

stunt’n,” the moves, most popularly described as “buckling up,” which in practice looks like 

leaning side-to-side while “buckling up your seat beat,” and then proceeded by rowing your arms 

as if you were rolling in a wheelchair. Currently at 22 million views, R&B singer Chris Brown’s 

featured cameo appearance in the song’s video propelled it to viral status with everyone from 

popular singers, models, and even grandmothers showing their best “Cat Daddy” skills. Dance 

battles erupted at parties internationally and across Youtube, with The Ranger$, the most popular 

Jerk group, calling out Chris Brown garnering over 10 millions views and also calling out Soulja 

Boy to join the battle zone, racking up over 4.5 million views.  

Dancing in the parking garage of my mother’s apartment building, that my mother still 

resides in the South Central Los Angeles area today, five teenaged Black girls, who call their 

group The Go Go Girl$, challenged the Ranger$, Chris Brown, and Soulja Boy to a “Cat Daddy 

Battle”. Pushing boundaries by making their cat daddy dance skills known, they rejected the 

patriarchal dominance of the street dance community. Nearly three million views, and over seven 

years later, I am astonished and overwhelmed with gratitude to have been witness and archivist 

to young Black feminist consciousness in the making. After meeting these young ladies at a 

video shoot for the Ranger$ for my undergraduate research in the summer of 2009, they enlisted 

my assistance with choreography and establishing them as the best female Jerk crew. My work 

draws from my direct immersion experience in this street dance community from June 2009-June 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dq_sGy4H_-k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDh_g-bOQsA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtaCShpWPDo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtaCShpWPDo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kr5_KI6D_9E
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2012, during which I met at least bi-weekly with the Ranger$ and Go Go Girl$. For the purpose 

of this paper, my methodological framework includes ethnographic field notes based on my work 

with the Go Go Girl$, as well as autoethnography and my own lived experience as a Black 

feminist and street dance activist as an archive. I use literary and media analysis to put my work 

into dialogue with theories of Black feminist consciousness and oppositional art practices. I build 

on Alice Walker’s model of “womanism” as a contemporary Black feminist political practice to 

theorize the Black feminist consciousness asserted by the young women whose dances moves 

and rap lyrics I address. I employ a similar methodological structure for my dissertation that also 

includes a documentary aspect to foster greater legibility and a dialogue between my home 

community and academia.  

My analytical interpretation centers this moment in my mother’s parking garage as a 

womanist intervention as their caption posted to YouTube states: “We couldn’t let The Rangers, 

Chris Brown, Soulja Boy & all y’all do this without us.” In this paper, I initiate the “Best female 

Jerk crew”, The Go Go Girls$, and the leading Femcees of Jerkin’, the Pink Dollaz, into a 

tradition following Blues pioneers Gertrude “Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie Holiday who 

embody complex statements about sexism and black female sexuality to embody a Black 

feminist consciousness.  

Using activist and scholar Angela Davis’ Blues Legacies and Black Feminism: Gertrude 

“Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie Holiday (1998)  and her articulation of a Black feminist 

consciousness as a theoretical framework, I situate my work on 21st century Black youth dance 

groups, specifically, “female Jerks” and “Jerk Femcees” to further the legacy of Black women 
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artists being profoundly at odds with mainstream American culture. Due to the brevity of this 

paper, my examination of Black feminist consciousness will be split into two parts: part one 

provides the historical context that is key to understanding Davis’ use of Black feminist 

consciousness and why it is oppositional to mainstream culture. I also tie historical context to the 

past, present, and future interchangeably creating prisms of the past, present, and future of social 

consciousness as I argue that cultural production creates an open-ended dialogue that transcends 

time, space, and thought. Cultural production performs the future looking backward, with the 

present staring forward and striving toward imagined freedoms. Part two discusses this 

mainstream culture as it relates to my work paying close attention to the intersecting relationship 

between gender, race, and sexuality providing some key moments in my work that pick up on 

Black feminist consciousness tradition. In particular, I position the Pink Dollaz’s hit song, “Dont 

Need No Nigga” and “Lap Dance” as modern day examples of the political and sexual freedom 

also seen in the Blues. This essay highlights the ways in which Black women used the Blues as a 

subversive tool to tell their stories/theorize, disrupt white supremacist notions of Black 

womanhood, and produce gendered knowledge of Black life and 2) how my own work on the 

intersections of street dance culture and activism is in conversation with Davis's argument about 

radical art being necessary for social transformation. 

I. Black Feminist Historical Context: Prisms of the Past, Present, and Future of 
Social Consciousness 

 
 
“I am most concerned with how these women’s performances appear through the prism of the present, and 
with what these interpretations can tell us about past and present forms of social consciousness” (Davis 1) 

 
Angela Davis’ acknowledgement of “the prism of the present,” and how its 

interpretations informs our past and present forms of social consciousness, suggests an 
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intersubjectivity, or the shared social experiences of people, across time. Anthropologist 

Johannes Fabian's conception of "intersubjective time,” in Time and the Other (1983), grounds 

our interpretations in an individual's experience, for example, this paper reflects intersubjective 

time informed by my fieldwork and my family. Fabian describes intersubjective time as 

"occurring between two subjects engaging in dialogue while creating a shared presence as 

coevals within the same physical and psychological time” (Fabian 1983: 29). What Davis alluded 

to is the ability for performance to evade time, to seemingly coeval across generations. This 

warping of time and space often created by material and social conditions that produces a sort of 

fight/flight response to adverse conditions to which births cultural expressions such as the Blues 

or dance forms, and creating a social consciousness. Davis brilliantly points out that performance 

has the “capacity to speak the unspeakable, to convey meanings that differed from and 

sometimes contradicted the particular terms employed to express them”  (Davis 1998: 168).  

While unpacking the connection and relationship between social consciousness vs. Black 

social consciousness and feminist consciousness vs. Black feminist consciousness, the themes of 

time, space, and the intersectionality of race, class, gender, and sexuality permeates Blues 

Legacies and Black Feminism: Gertrude “Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie Holiday. I read 

Angela Davis’ Blues Legacies for the first time in Robin DG Kelley’s undergraduate course, 

“Jazz and the Political Imagination” in Spring 2008 at the University of Southern California. 

This was during the wake of “Obama Fever,” referring to the heightened interest in politics as 

the first African American presidential candidate Barack Obama gained popularity. Ten years 

later, in preparation for my PhD written exams, I decided to do double duty by concurrently 

reviewing the text, upon the request of Bryonn Bain, and also using it as a homeschool lesson for 
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my son, Seijani, during Women’s History Month. During this historical moment of the 

popularity of the #metoo movement, an international movement decrying sexual assault and 

sexual harassment founded by Black feminist activist Tarana Burke, and popularized by white 

feminist actresses, such as Alyssa Milano and Rose McGowan, bringing light to sexual 

misconduct in the workplace, in particular the entertainment industry. s. Our current political 

context brought fruitful connections forth as I taught my son the difference between Feminism 

and Womanism and gave credit to the Black woman, Tarana Burke, that laid the foundation for 

the #metoo movement. In this section I use the conversation with my son to provide historical 

context to Black feminist consciousness. 

Noted novelist, poet, and activist, Alice Walker describes a womanist as a “black feminist 

or feminist of color” (Walker 1984: xi) in her pivotal collection of essays In Search of Our 

Mothers' Gardens: Womanist Prose (1984). I quote her foundational definition at length:  

 
WOMANIST 
1. From womanish.  (Opp. of “girlish,” i.e. frivolous, irresponsible, not serious.)  A black feminist or feminist of color.  From the black folk 
expression of mothers to female children, “you acting womanish,” i.e., like a woman.  Usually referring to outrageous, audacious, courageous or 
willful behavior.  Wanting to know more and in greater depth than is considered “good” for one.  Interested in grown up doings.  Acting grown 
up.  Being grown up.  Interchangeable with another black folk expression: “You trying to be grown.”  Responsible.  In charge. Serious. 
2. Also: A woman who loves other women, sexually and/or nonsexually.  Appreciates and prefers women’s culture, women’s emotional 
flexibility (values tears as natural counterbalance of laughter), and women’s strength.  Sometimes loves individual men, sexually and/or 
nonsexually.  Committed to survival and wholeness of entire people, male and female.  Not a separatist, except periodically, for health. 
 Traditionally a universalist, as in: “Mama, why are we brown, pink, and yellow, and our cousins are white, beige and black?” Ans. “Well, you 
know the colored race is just like a flower garden, with every color flower represented.”  Traditionally capable, as in: “Mama, I’m walking to 
Canada and I’m taking you and a bunch of other slaves with me.” Reply: “It wouldn’t be the first time.” 
3. Loves music.  Loves dance.  Loves the moon. Loves the Spirit. Loves love and food and roundness.  Loves struggle. Loves the Folk.  Loves 
herself. Regardless. 
4. Womanist is to feminist as purple is to lavender. 

 
Using Alice Walker’s brilliant analogy: “Feminism is to lavender as Womanism is to 

purple”. Seijani copies the sentence in his composition journal and then provides an illustration 

at the top of the page. He then discusses, “So. Feminism is a shade of Womanism in the color 

wheel, just so we can be more specific. Like your favorite color is Tiffany Blue, right Mommy? It 
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isn’t green, or blue. It is Tiffany Blue”. This conversation with my seven year old son helped me 

to also explain to him the Combahee River Collective’s (1977) mission statement published 

decades prior to Blues Legacies, which informs much of what Davis describes as Black feminist 

consciousness. I then had to explain the differences between economic classes. He grew 

increasingly interested in the transitions between these classes and how the working poor, moved 

into middle class, and the possibility of becoming wealthy. Groundbreaking Black feminists, the 

Combahee River Collective states: 

“We are actively committed to struggling against racial, sexual, heterosexual, and class oppression, and see as our particular task the 
development of integrated analysis and practice based upon the fact that the major systems of oppression are interlocking. The 
synthesis of these oppressions creates the conditions of our lives. As Black women we see Black feminism as the logical political 
movement to combat the manifold and simultaneous oppressions that all women of color face.” 

This became his lesson on intersectionality, a theory coined by legal scholar Kimberle Crenshaw, 

in her article “Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality,. Identity Politics, and Violence 

Against. Women of Color” (1989), Crenshaw states: 

“In an earlier article, I used the concept of intersectionality to denote the various ways in which race and gender interact 
to shape the multiple dimensions of Black1 women's employment experiences (Crenshaw 1989,p. 139). My objective 
there was to illustrate that many of the experiences Black women face are not subsumed within the traditional boundaries 
of race or gender discrimination as these boundaries are currently understood, and that the intersection of racism and 
sexism factors into Black women's lives in ways that cannot be captured wholly by looking at the women race or gender 
dimensions of those experiences separately. I build on those observations here by exploring the various ways in which 
race and gender intersect in shaping structural and political aspects of violence against women of color.” 

Further, Crenshaw explains, “The failure of feminism to interrogate race means that the 

resistance strategies of feminism will often replicate and reinforce the subordination of people of 

color, and the failure of antiracism to interrogate patriarchy means that antiracism will frequently 

reproduce the subordination of women” (Crenshaw 1989: 1252). Similarly, providing a key 

intervention to the gap in white feminism, Alice Walker’s womanism included “women who also 

have concern, in a culture that oppresses all black people (and this would go back very far), for 

their fathers, brothers, and sons, no matter how we feel about them as males” (Walker 1984: 81).  
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In another important book by Angela Davis, Women Class and Race (1981), Davis 

provides key historical context to help us understand the need for Black feminism as opposed to 

feminism as she explains the major issue was the “impending enfranchisement of Black 

men—and whether the advocates of women’s rights were willing to support Black suffrage even 

if women were unable to achieve the vote simultaneously” (Davis 1981: 72). In 1892, feminist 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton had “grown disillusioned about the ballot’s potential power to liberate 

women” and "ceded the presidency of the National American Woman Suffrage Association to 

her colleague Susan B. Anthony” (Davis 1981: 115). Many white feminists believed 

emancipation “rendered Black people “equal” to white women, and the vote would render Black 

men superior, and therefore absolutely opposed to Black male suffrage” (Davis 1981: 73). Davis 

writes, “In passing the 1893 resolution, the suffragists might as well have announced that if they, 

as white women of the middle classes and bourgeoisie, were given the power of the vote, they 

would rapidly subdue the three main elements of the U.S. working class: Black people, 

immigrants and the uneducated native white workers (Davis 1981: 69).” 

After our lesson on feminism and the intersectionality of race, class, gender, and 

sexuality, Seijani declared himself to be a Black feminist and then brilliantly asked a question 

about race and class as it relates to space. He says: “Mom, we must live in a good neighborhood. 

We have Ralph’s, Vons, Whole Foods, AND TWO Trader Joes right here… My dad says that 

means we live in a good, safe neighborhood. He lives in Compton and he says neighborhoods 

where there are a lot of Black and Brown people usually only have Food 4 Less or even no 

grocery store sometimes. Are we moving from poor like my grandmother, to middle class? Are 

you trying to be wealthy when you become a Professor?” We unpacked what it means for our 
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family to have a low-income or “poor” background, and why Black and Brown folks do not to 

have access to food. He concluded, “Grocery stores are racist”. This led to a conversation on 

sexism, which he then says, “It is like how you have to do all the work and take me to the 

doctors and my autism appointments, but my dad just gets to have fun with me when he is not 

working. That is not fair.” Shocked, I laughed, and did not disagree, but suggested he should 

never repeat that to his father. My son spoke to something far beyond what I felt he was able to 

understand at such a young age, the complexities of race, and class, but also my gender and the 

normative gendered hierarchies evidenced by the different parenting roles that his father and I 

take on. He also acknowledged that although I am almost a PhD, his dad’s life in the working 

class is often “easier” because I am a woman that “has to do all of the hard work”.  

I often feel like I am singing the Blues, but instead I dance my responses to my often 

fraught material conditions. My personal example of the gender roles and sexism inherent in my 

parenting responsibilities shows that the social conditions faced by Blues women continue today, 

and pervade the lives of many of us that are female street dancers. As I write this exam I asked 

my son’s father to share parenting responsibilities with my mother. He picked him up but after 

realizing he had to take him to occupational therapy and his math and reading tutor, he told me 

he had to drop him back off and he says, “Well I wish I never would have came and got him 

then.” My son’s theorizations of the quotidian expression of feminist consciousness that Davis 

highlights in her book reflects what she found in her examinations of these Blues legacies, “a 

historical feminist consciousness that reflected the lives of working class Black communities” 

(Davis xv) Like the Blues, my son “challenged the notion that women’s “place” was in the 

domestic sphere” . (Davis 11). Davis described Blues artists such as Bessie Smith as beginning 
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an “oppositional attitude toward patriarchal ideology” (Davis 18). The homeschool lessons I 

teach my son actively teaches him an oppositional attitude toward patriarchal ideology. He also 

sees the ways I use dance as a form of resistance against white supremacist, partiarchal norms. 

He attends and assists with my street dance activism workshops, you can even see him dancing 

around at the very first intervention at the LAPD Headquarters at only five years old. 

Scholarship on the Blues paves a way to discuss current cultural production as resistance. 

Further, using theorist Clyde Wood’s Development Arrested: The Blues and Plantation Power in 

the Mississippi Delta (1998), garnering from the use of the Blues as historical context, we can 

locate a history of storytelling through music that predates our current hip-hop and street dance 

generation. Woods theorizes the Blues as an epistemology and theory of Black aesthetics. He 

points out that Dr. Martin Luther King recognized that the Civil Rights movement would remain 

hollow if it failed to address the topics explored in the Blues. Woods eloquently writes, “During 

the last three hundred years, the African American working class has daily constructed their 

vision of a non-oppressive society through a variety of cultural practices, institution building 

activities, and social movement” (Woods 1998: 39). 

Similarly, Robin Kelley reminds us of the use of art and culture as a material force in 

Freedom Dreams. Often considered the product of social movements, Kelley’s study of the 

Black radical imagination, insists that we consider the ways in which cultural work is often the 

engine of social movements. Artists reflect their times. Even in their silences or what traditional 

theory has classified as apolitical or non-political stances, they are performing perhaps the 

strongest political work. Davis suggests Rainey and Smith’s songs could be interpreted as 

“historical preparation for political protest” and “articulate a consciousness that takes into 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDeFXrzDyu8
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account social conditions of class exploitation, racism, and male dominance as seen through the 

lenses of the complex emotional responses of black female subjects” (Davis 119). This 

preparation for political protest speaks to feminist scholar Patricia Hill Collins’ foundational 

work Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment 

(1990), and her understanding of subjugated knowledges which she defined as “the secret 

knowledges generated by oppressed groups. Such knowledge typically remains hidden because 

revealing it weakens its purpose of assisting them in dealing with oppression. Subjugated 

knowledges that aim to resist oppression constitute oppositional knowledges” (Collins 1990: 

301). 

Drawing from the Martinique poet and radical thinker Aime Cesaire, in Robin DG 

Kelley’s Freedom Dreams: The Black Radical Imagination he refers to “poetic knowledge,” as 

“that imagination, that effort to see the future in the present” (Kelley 2002: 9). Perhaps better, an 

artist's duty is to study and struggle. Nina Simone famously remarked, “An artist’s duty is to 

reflect the times”. Thinking of Nina Simone, and her powerful rendition of “Strange Fruit” 

brings me back to Davis’ analysis of Billie Holiday and “Strange Fruit” to expound on the legacy 

of creating death and difference out of the blood and bodies of Black people to which artists 

struggle against through their artistic interventions. Although “Strange Fruit” was written by a 

Jewish man, Abel Meeropol, it was most notably performed by Billie Holiday and Nina Simone.  

As Robin DG Kelley pointed out in one of his lectures on Billie Holiday in our “Jazz and 

the Political Imagination” course, it is key to note the historical setting of “Strange Fruit,” an 

early version recorded in 1939 during the height of the anti-lynching campaigns and then the last 

version recorded months before she died in 1959 in London, in the context of Emmett Till. Even 
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if Holiday was not intentionally entering into politics, she was influenced by the national, Black 

led, freedom movement, not just in the South, but all over country. The year of her 1959 

recording several black men died at the hands of police in American cities, and it still continues 

today. Kelley also connected the historical moment that NAACP leader Robert Williams made 

headlines for organizing armed self defense against the Klan. Thinking through our discussions 

of the prism of the present, armed self defense might seem to be a needed possibility for 2018 as 

“white nationalist” or KKK rallies pop up across the U.S. Kelley pointed out in lecture, whether 

or not Holiday knew or cared is not the point: it has to do with how the world listens, and 

through what filters. 

The lyrics depicting “strange fruit” to signify the lynching of Black Americans during the 

Jim Crow Era visualizes Black bodies swinging from trees and swaying in the wind, as their fruit 

were consumed by crows or decayed in the blazing sun as would rotten crops. This positioning 

of Black bodies as fruit also can be analyzed literally to the transatlantic slave trade when their 

physical bodies were sold as crops. The shocking lyrics, “Blood on the leaves and blood at the 

roots”, both as a literal acknowledgment of the blood spilt of those lynched, but also the blood of 

white supremacy at the root of the problem, giving life to this white supremacist, patriarchal, 

capitalistic system. 

 
Both Billie Holiday and Nina Simone challenged the white supremacist, patriarchal, 

capitalistic system. Holiday, self-identified as a “race woman”, with the overwhelming 

popularity of “Strange Fruit” would support that identification, but it was actually her 

contributions to the shift of ways of thinking about Black female sexuality and the lived realities 

of Black women that I am interested in. Perhaps her most powerful chapter, “When a Woman 
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Loves A Man: Social Implications of Billie Holiday’s Love Songs”, Angela Davis highlights 

Billie Holiday’s approach to love songs showing the importance of the blues tradition showing 

the “intimate connection between love, sexuality, individuality and freedom” (Davis 1998: 162). 

Davis writes, “Although formal blues played a minimal role in Billie Holiday’s repertoire, her 

music, deeply rooted in the blues tradition, recalled and transformed this cultural product of 

former slaves and used it to powerfully contest and transform prevailing popular song culture” 

(Davis 1998: 161). Davis celebrates Holiday’s “simultaneous ability to confirm and subvert 

racist and sexist representations of women in love” (Davis 164). Davis identifies Billie Holiday’s 

songs as a precursor to radical transformations, stating “we remain moved by her songs because 

we experience in them the anticipated, inchoate presence of a vantage point later produced and 

systemically elaborated by social movements that would insist upon historical transformations of 

gender, race, and class relations” (Davis 1998: 180).  

It is interesting to note, Robin Kelley points out in lecture that though gossip plagued 

Holiday’s private life with stories of drug addiction and alcoholism, Holiday’s arrests also reflect 

the particular kinds of policing that Black women involved in “urban nightlife” endured. Kelley 

explained that Black women unescorted, even in the 1940s, were often presumed to be 

prostitutes and hassled by the police. This policing of women’s bodies in spaces had previously 

sparked the NYC Race riot of 1900. Additionally, the death of Holiday’s father, jazz guitarist 

Clarence Holiday spoke to the problem of mainstream American culture, a World War I veteran 

injured in combat by poisonous gas, died in the Jim Crow section of the Veteran’s hospital due to 

unequal access to medical care due to segregation. Davis ties this into Holiday’s politicization as 

she states, “According to Holiday, the anti-lynching theme of “Strange Fruit” resonated with her 
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own anger about her father’s death and with her desire to protest the racism that had killed him” 

(Davis 1998: 187). 

Davis points to Michele Wallace’s point that Lady Day’s love songs revealed 

“existential truths” about the lives of Black women even if lyrics such as “My Man” were 

frequently viewed as female masochism . Davis points out “her genius was to give life 

experiences an aesthetic form that recast them as windows through which other women could 

peer critically at their own lives” (Davis 1998: 179).  Davis insists that one must listen to HOW 

she sings, that it is not a song of victimization as much as a moving description of a reality many 

women are faced with, a dilemma that speaks to the always potential for abuse in romantic 

relationships since they are still based on patriarchal authority and male dominance. (Davis 1998: 

177) 

 
“I don’t know why I should 
He isn’t true, he beats me too 
Oh my man, I love him so 
He’ll never know 
All my life is just despair 
But I don’t care 
When he takes me in his arms 
The world is bright, all right” 

Synthesizing Blues Legacies and Black Feminism, now a full decade later, amplifies the 

impact and how it greatly shaped the way I positioned my own relationship to art. I found most 

fruitful for my own understandings of the capacity of art is Davis’ discussion of Herbert Marcuse 

notion of the “aesthetic dimension” of art, in which he suggests “the political potential of art lies 

in its own aesthetic dimension”. Kelley explained further that Marcuse’s “aesthetic dimension” 

argues that “the radical qualities of art lie in the dimension where it is able to transcend social 

reality and the discourse of its times”. In my work, I understood art to create a different reality 

which enables us with the ability to subvert our current reality. As Robin Kelley shifted my 
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understanding of my own work I remember him saying that art “can speak to a reality that has 

been suppressed or silenced, or one that has yet to be created”. 

 

II. Jerk Females “Don’t Need No Nigga” Continuing the Black Feminist 

Consciousness  

 
For this section, I trace the continuation of Black feminist consciousness as I explore the 

politics of gender in the male-dominated world of Jerkin’. I examine the power relations between 

male and female Jerks providing a critical analysis of the lyrics of the leading Femcees of 

Jerkin’, the Pink Dollaz and will center female Jerkin’ crew affiliated with the Ranger$, the Go 

Go Girl$, as a womanist intervention combats the imbalance of power and exclusion of women 

in Jerkin’, objectification, and being treated as accessories needed to gyrate upon during 

functions. This unequal access of power is not necessarily stemming from misogyny, but more of 

an identification with Black masculinity and misogyny linked to hip hop lyrics. The Pink Dollaz, 

the most popular Jerk Femcees rap about oral sex, lap dances, and getting their own money. 

They identify oppression and its complexity as well as analyze intersectionality. Like Blues 

women, Jerk Femcees embody the woman’s triple consciousness, their lyrics can be viewed as a 

critique of distinctive systems of oppression that is developed through hegemonic power 

structures. The intersectionality of race, class, gender, sexuality (exploitation, media, hip-hop: 

reclaiming their own bodies and sexuality). They go against the role that society brands for them 

and break the barriers of marginalization. The racist institutional legacy of Slavery historically 

denied Black women ideological and physical control of their own bodies. The Jerk females take 

their control back as they are seen as sexual, but by their own accord, with their female eroticism 
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turning sexism on its head. My work situates Pink Dollaz and female Jerks as contemporary 

embodiments of Black radical womanism.  

Similar to women in the Blues, Pink Dollaz are no strangers to asserting female desire 

and “affirmations of sexual autonomy and open expressions of female sexual desire give 

historical voice to possibilities of equality not articulated elsewhere” (Davis 1998: 24). Gertrude 

Rainey paved the way for Jerk femcees to openly discuss homosexuality with songs like “Prove 

it on Me Blues”, as a “powerful statement of lesbian defiance and self-worth” (Davis 1998: 40). 

Although its is not as controversial after “Ma” set the precedent as a precursor for the lesbian 

movement of the 1970s, Nilla of the Pink Dollaz raps “I even go both ways.” As Patricia Hill 

Collins theorizes, “By portraying African American women as self-defined, self-reliant 

individuals confronting race, gender, and class oppression, Afrocentric feminist thought speaks 

to the importance that oppression, Afrocentric feminist thought speaks to the importance that 

knowledge plays in empowering oppressed people” (Collins 1990: 221). Davis cites Patricia Hill 

Collins in Blues Legacy, Collins writes: 

 “This dialectic of oppression and activism, the tension between the suppression of 
African-American women’s ideas and our intellectual activism in the face of that suppression, constitutes 
the politics of U.S. Black feminist thought. More important, understanding this dialectical relationship is 
critical in assessing how U.S. Black feminist thought—its core themes, epistemological significance, and 
connections to domestic and transnational Black feminist practice—is fundamentally embedded in a 
political context that has challenged its very right to exist.” (Collins 6). 

 
Jerk females assert their right to exist in male dominated communities of Jerkin’ and in 

American society and be self-defined and self-reliant. An example of their self-reliance can be 

seen in the lyrics of Pink Dollaz” “Dont Need No Nigga” which is reminiscent of Gertrude “Ma” 

Rainey’s spoken introduction to “Gone Daddy Blues”, a song about a women who similarly 

didn’t need no nigga, even her husband, and leaves him for another man. Similarly, Bessie 
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Smith’s work and Pink Dollaz speaks to a self-confidence that does not depend on a man, in fact, 

there is an abundance of men. 

 
Bessie Smith’s “Gone Daddy Blues” 
“I aint no high yella, I’m a deep killer brown 
I aint gonna marry, aint gon’ settle down 
I’m gon’ drink good moonshine and run these browns down 
See that longsome road, Lord, you know it’s gotta end 
And I’m a good woman and I can get plenty men 
 
Pink Dollaz’s “Lap Dance”: 
“So you wanna lap dance, y’all put in work! 
So you wanna lap dance, y’all make it hurt! 
So you wanna lap dance, y’all make it jerk! 
So you wanna lap dance, take off yo shirt! 

 
The Pink Dollar boast of female domination of men, CeCe, 17 at the time of the interview 

asserts, “If you read the lyrics to lap dance we are controlling the man, if you want a lap dance 
then you have to take off your shirt. If females came harder than the boys they’d be more 
respected. We cant come. As hard as the boys, we have to come harder”. They urge black 
women to take back their bodies and their hit song “Tasty” conveys sexual expression, which 
equals freedom of expression. “Spit spit on the clit then suck on it I’ma arch my back, how it 
taste like that? Wet cum drips all down your face, swallow my shit get one more taste {I’m 
tasty} CeCe also explains that the lyrics in “I’m Tasty” are about female pleasure because it says 
“I AM TASTY” not that I am going to be doing anything to you. Like Bessie Smith, Pink Dollaz 
also challenges gender politics, male dominance and  “bourgeois, patriarchal institution of 
marriage” (Davis 1998: 17). 

 
Pink Dollaz’ “I’m Tasty” 
“Thick bitch and she answer to mocha my pussy stay wet and its tighter  
than a choker its real good nigga i you wanna taste lay on ya back while i cum in 
yo face What the fuck i look like turning down some head, nigga tell me where 
you want it on the floor or the bed? 
Bust one nut i ain't done i got more to cum pussy so good and it taste like a 
hunny bun" 
 
Pink Dollaz’ “Ball Game” in the tune of “Take me out to the ball game” singing:  
“Take me out to the ball game.  
Take me out to the mall 
Buy me some diamonds and Gucci bags 
If you dont, I’ll never come back…”  
 

In a “Hearty” magazine article, journalist Mish Way writes, “Some might write-off this 

sexual chitter-chatter as trite or unnecessarily explicit, but that would be missing the point 
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because beneath the initial shock value, Pink Dollaz are re-claiming female sexuality. At a time 

where most young girls in North America are being told to shut their legs, shut up and denied 

access to the resources to develop a healthy sexuality, Pink Dollar calls attention to the reality of 

female sexual pleasure.” Jerk females revolutionized their male dominated crafts and exhibit 

high levels of self-worth. Lauren “Lolo” Butler states,  

“I’ve learned that individuality and high self worth can go a long way. I’ve learned to believe in my talents despite 
what the haters say, because they just want you to be ‘normal’ like everyone else. I’ve learned that as a female I can 
make just as big an impact, if not bigger, as a guy can. Just by taking a chance and doing things that other females 
think about but don’t have enough confidence to do, I opened doors for other little girls to follow. But most of all I 
learned that my individual gifts are what make me unique and that I shouldn’t be afraid to show them off. I know 
that my experience in the Jerkin movement is what got me into UC Berkeley for the simple fact that it isn’t common, 
it’s different, it’s unique. The movement has made me more aware of the troubles of society and what I can do to 
help. Dance as an alternative to gangs and a life of crime saves lives. But Jerkin isn’t just a dance, it is a lifestyle. 
Everyone wants to belong to something and feel appreciated, and that is what the movement did. It is a common 
ground that youth from all walks of life can connect on. It was fun and a way for me to get away from my problems. 
We uplift each other, not beat each other down. We have healthy competition and battles, but at the end of the day 
everyone is a Jerk. We all are family.” (Lauren “Lolo” Butler) 

 

 

 

 
Lauren “Lolo” Butler doing a Jerk move while jumping off a car 
 

 
Lauren speaks to the material conditions that prompt youth to perform or engage in 

performative acts. She presents the black body as a conduit for pleasure and education. The black 
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body arousing pleasure is an anti-hegemonic stance in itself. Black performativity used as a 

constructive tool used to empower and uplift rather than reducing ‘blackness’ to ‘expressions of 

pathology’ or ‘creating coping mechanisms’.. Black performativity is multi-dimensional in its 

facets in providing varying sites of dispersion for black pedagogy, subjectivity, and several 

modes of resistance. The GoGo Girl$ follow in the dance steps of my comrade Marquisa “Miss 

Prissy” Gardner who helped to create Krumping and make it an international phenomenon 

starring in “Rize” a 2005 documentary by David LaChapelle that I make a cameo appearance in. 

Lauren and I discussed our recognition of the centuries of hard work and contributions of Black 

women in various Black social movements, and the dance movements before us. As artists, we 

draw inspiration from Womanist language and ideas, embodying Womanist principles with our 

performance.  

As I followed up with Lauren Butler of the Go Go Girl$ eight years after her initial 

statements while writing this paper, she discussed how she was motivated by the Black Lives 

Matter movement—a group centered female led organization that provides an inclusive, open, 

and diverse space that centers the aspirations of Black women. Along the lines of the Combahee 

River Collective, Black Lives Matter recognizes that only once Black women have equality will 

everyone be equal. Lauren has supported my street dance activism workshops with our goal to 

utilize various methods of performance  for radical social transformation. Following Angela 

Davis’ Blues Legacies and Black Feminism: Gertrude “Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie 

Holiday my work on “female Jerks” and “Jerk Femcees” furthers the legacy of Black women 

artists black feminist consciousness profoundly at odds with mainstream American culture. What 

struck me the most about the brilliance of Davis’ work in Blues Legacy was that she dedicated 
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part of the project to first-hand transcriptions of entire bodies of work, a whopping 252 songs, as 

an archival resource of Black women were the first to record the Blues, in particular Mamie 

Smith’s version of Perry Bradford’s “Crazy Blues” in 1920 (Davis xii). As inspiration in my 

future publications I would like to include variations of archival resources of the street dance 

community to document their legacy. Below I added the songs and lyrics for the songs 

mentioned in this paper, click on the links and enjoy.  

 
APPENDIX: (Click on song titles for links to the songs) 

 
PINK DOLLAZ’ “DONT NEED NO NIGGA” LYRICS 

[Chorus:] 
Pink Dollaaaaaz I don't need no nigga no, no cash, cash me out cash, cash me out don't need no nigga no, 
no cash, cash me out cause I'm a gold digger... I don't need no niggaaaaa, I don't need no niggaaaaa 
 
[Ce Ce]: 
So tired uv you broke niggaz think you got cheese so played out kinda lyke a south pole tee gone skeet 
skeet rememba you didn't know me bout a year ago when you left me lonely Ce Ce with two C's I'm a 
down beat straight rider and c** frum a killer breed straight killin off you jerks straight killin off you 
rodgerz I can bust a backflip cause stuntin is a habit feed a carrot 2 a rabbit wanna be my pet so you 
wanna showcase cause you getz no respect I turn a nigga into aim nd hiz aim into block talking lyke a 
fake boss frum dat point you get dropped got this cold barber [? ] Need why even bother on a date all I do 
is leave um I don't need um all he good for is goose broke em' down for hiz last buck known with nd now 
I'm with da boo Pink Dollaaaaaz! 
 
I don't need no nigga no, no cash, cash me out cash, cash me out don't need no nigga no, no cash, cash me 
out cause I'm a gold digger... I don't need no niggaaaaa, I don't need no niggaaaaa 
 
(Mocha) 
I don't need no nigga you ain't cashin me out cause I'm a gold digger sick nd tired of deez dudes thynkin 
dey ballin now I'm a pink dolla nod he won't stop callin all in my ear lyke I miss you Mocha drink nd lay 
down piss on lyke cola you dude mean nada I rip ya pockets ya mama's nd ya poppa's If it ain't about 
money it ain't worth my tyme I'm stackin pink dollas while ya'll stackin pink dimes I feed ya'll niggaz up 
nd toss you lyke a habit when I see da money I'm quick to grab it I stay hopin on hiz dick lyke I'm rodger 
rabbit I'm stackin my nd I ain't playin no games I dare any chick to step in my lane nd you'll neva hear me 
say dat I need you lamez 
 
Don't need no nigga no, no cash, cash me out cash, cash me out don't need no nigga no, no, cash, cash me 
out cause I'm a gold digger... I don't need no niggaaaaa, I don't need no Nigeria 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DIZFslDSxMQ
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(Cammy B) 
Do I need em! Nope! Just a waste of tyme I'm sittin in L. A with dat money on my mind deez boyz ain't 
nuttin but a player in da game you can take my dollaz but can't take my fame I get my own dollaz nd I 
buy my own blow but why befoe I don't want dat drug eva since I blew up all deez niggaz tryna wife me 
buy me all deez clothez nd tryna keep me icy blowin up my phone so I blocked um on "Aim" shake me so 
much dey givin me a migraine swimming thru ya mind lyke da ocean yea Cammy B got dat magic potion 
gets none frum me so go get ya magic lotion drop you lyke a lost lil puppy in da open tell ya baby girl "I 
run deez streets" ain't no competition cause I can't be beat 
 
Don't need no nigga no, no cash, cash me out cash, cash me out don't need no nigga no, no cash, cash me 
out cause I'm a gold digger... I don't need no niggaaaaa, I don't need no niggaaaaa 
 
[Nilla] 
Rotating my hips you like the way I do it lick my lips sit back don't 
Make a sound Ima put my legs over your la bounce up and down got you 
Moving to my beat oh wait let me take off my shirt I rocks "A Cups" 
You sticking up ready to erupt it was all a dream straight up now you 
A Nilla fiend 
 
[Ressie] 
Attention sit back and enjoy chick merry goes round' my body goes tick 
Pop goes the ass Nigga that's fasho I gets down look back and come up 
Real slow you wishing she could the way I dance I feel your jimmy poking 
Out my leggings I-I Ressie do it for ya have you feelin so good have you 
Bustin on ya - 
 
[Hook] 
So You Want A Lapdance ? 
So You Want A Lapdance ?! 
So You Want A Lapdance ??!! 
So You Want A Lapdance ???!!! 
[Hook] 
So You Want A Lapdance,Yeah I Put In Work 
So You Want A Lapdance,Yeah I Make It Work 
So You Want A Lapdance,Take Off Yo Shirt! 
Uh, Take Off Yo Shirt! 
(uh-uh) 
Take Off Yo Shirt! 
(uh-uh) 
Take Off Yo Shirt! 
(uh-uh) 
Take Off Yo Shirt! 
 
[Cammy B] 
So you a big guy now ? sit down and dont move me cammy b now let me take you to 
School feel the sensation going down real slow suprise you,huh? thinkin its a 
Strip show watch me do it with no hands and rotate real good its ya best lapdance 
Real G should time to seat on ya lap sticking up like what urn around and bend down 
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I got you throwin up yo hood 
 
[Mocha] 
So I hear daddy want a lapdance I see you already real hard in ya pants tell him 
Grab a chair so I can sit on ya lap turn my back to face you and make my donk clap 
You like the way I move my body from left to right he whispered in my "Mocha come 
With me tonight" he love it when I do it hips up face down got that nigga speechless 
He not making a sound 

 
Pink Dollaz “Ball Game” 

 
nilla: 
trade me in diamonds and gucci 
boi you couldnt do me 
nilla number 1 player in the basketball game 
got niggas signing checks with my name real cute 
trying like pinky nd the brain. 
cus these niggas make me go insane 
im ya first dime chick 
lemme ride shot gun in the whip 
got a car we kan dip 
3 strikes ooh she missed 
think you bawwm? i left you with a kiss 
 
mocha: 
a gold diggin chick you can call me paris hilton 
money everywhere money falling from the ceilings 
ball game to the mall make a nigga spend millions 
ohh she hott nigga strt catchn feelinz 
right now im in need of establish 
take it to the hoop bring it back like the mavericks 
mocha hott ya she a bad bitxh 
boos cop me out so you know im livin lavish 
 
chorus: 
he said he like me, ilike gucci 
ball game trips to the mall with his cheeze(x2) 
number 1 playa number 1, number 1 playa 
number 1 playa number 1, number 1 number 1 
pink dollaz in the league.(x2) 
 
cammy b: 
pink b back with another 1 
we rappin green like a adlib ya we g0 
get it that mean we gettin tht cheeze 
and i call you broke first cus yall munchin on me 
its a ball game when you play by my rules 
i chew you chicks up til im dun with yu 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKFm9i1g_mI
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then, clockwork YePP! onto the next one 
i call the new boo nite fly cuz i check emm 
 
reese: 
gucci, diamondz and tht candy painted bag 
mac on my lips like a candy painted bag 
murder i wrote, it was me if you ask 
the realest i trash, theze suckaz i pass 
catch me if you can, money in my hand 
hotter then a sunnshine shopping spree wit yur boifrind 
resse taking loo from his first frindz 
no compotion or whuuut? 
 
(chorus) 
 
i am star i keep hiz mind drugged like tylenol 
booty swag, keep a appitite, ball like kerri hall 
stand tall and my louie stay 
cc trapped you it was like a booby trap 
red on my tongue on parrole like the feds 
dreaded to the head like like a dreadlock but i glocc 
foolz on me like martiniz on the roccz 
stay swingin on a balla like a favorite sock 

 
I’m Tasty featuring Pink Dollaz, JHawk Productions 

 
Can Can I get a lick 
Jhawk Jhawk Jhawk Productions 
 
(CE CE) 
I stay on my task like a stay with such class im not much a ass but the nigga gimme cash cuz my flava is 
tropical lips is phenomenal little dicks gotta go my swagg is no kinda hoe yea ima cold hearted chick i 
gotta be specially in the streets and shit so fuck you literally and come and eat my shit and cut the chitta 
chat cuz you bet not miss a lick 
 
(MOCHA) 
Thick bitch and she answer to mocha my pussy stay wet and its tighter than a choker its real good nigga i 
you wanna taste lay on ya back while i cum in yo face 
What the fuck i look like turning down some head, nigga tell me where you want it on the floor or the 
bed? 
Bust one nut i ain't done i got more to cum pussy so good and it taste like a hunny bun 
 
Pink dollllllaaaazzz 
And we run that shit 
 
(CAMMY B) 
Ya nigga say im tasty ask can he get a lick put ya tongue down here and make it roll on my clit 
Suck on my shit wit a mouth full of ice roll ya tongue and hit the spot like you was playing with dice 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNN_zSp2cUQ
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I tell you what ima let you fuck me open yo mouth but dont get to comfy he say cammy b baby you so 
sweet yea i know next round yea you in for a treat 
 
(NILLA) 
Just the thought of you fuckin me make you loose your mind instant insanity taste so sweet scream my 
aim nilla so sweet taking ova the game kiss kiss on my sweet pussy lips im tasty wanna toot my shit i 
even go both ways... 
Pussy wetter than a pool bitch 
 
(REESE) 
Say hoe its reese trick bad brown skin chick all over ya dick cumin on niggas i have no shame no love no 
time for you fuckin lames 
Receiving head from a bitch with a master tounge now kick back and watch the master cum yea im tasty 
on the beat wet jolly rancher rolling down ya knee 
 
 
(JJ) 
Its jj better known as a freak tasty lil girl i get money by the week ya nigga gimme head cuz he like it 
bitter sweet put my ass in the air watch him make it go deep pretty ass face wanna kiss these lips choke on 
my clit watch me cum real quick sex unforgettable yea i work miracles... 
Im tasty 
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